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B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL) of pediatric and young adult population is a diverse 

group of neoplasms predominantly composed of aggressive B-cell lymphomas from the 

germinal center (GC). Molecular characterization of pediatric series has allowed the 

identification of several subtypes that predominantly occur in this subgroup of age. Despite 

of that, genomic features of these pediatric entities and their relationship to other B-NHL in 

this group of patients have not been extensively investigated. This thesis has aimed to 

address this gap of knowledge by performing a genetic and molecular characterization of 

large series of pediatric and young adult variants of GC-derived B-NHL including the Burkitt-

like lymphoma with 11q aberration (BLL-11q) , pediatric type follicular lymphoma (PTFL) and 

large B-cell lymphomas (LBCL) such as diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLBCL) , high grade B-

cell lymphomas, not otherwise specified (HGBCL, NOS) and large B-cell lymphoma with IRF4 

rearrangement (LBCL-IRF4) entities. 

 

In the Study 1 we have molecularly characterized a series of 11 BLL-11q observing that BLL-

11q differed clinically, morphologically and immunophenotypically from conventional BL 

and instead showed features more consistent with HGBCL or DLBCL. Genomic profile was 

also different from that of BL and DLBCL with a mutational landscape characterized by the 

lack of typical BL mutations in ID3, TCF3, or CCND3 genes and recurrent specific BTG2 and 

ETS1 mutations, not present in BL but in germinal center B-cell (GCB) DLBCL subtype. All 

these observations suggest that BLL-11q is a neoplasm closer to other GC-derived 

lymphomas rather than BL. In Study 2, we expanded our knowledge on the genetic 

alterations associated to PTFL by verifying the presence of MAP2K1 and IRF8 mutations in a 

previously well characterized series of 43 PTFL. We demonstrate the activating effect of 

MAP2K1 mutations by immunohistochemical analysis observing phosphorylation of 

the MAP2K1 downstream target extracellular signal-regulated kinase in those mutated 

cases. Besides, we demonstrate the specificity of MAP2K1 and IRF8-K66R mutations since 

they are absent in conventional FL or in t(14;18)-negative FL. Finally, in the Study 3 we 

characterized a large series of LBCL including DLBCL, HGBCL, NOS and LBCL-IRF4 through an 

integrative analysis including targeted next generation sequencing, copy number, and 
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transcriptome data. Results showed that each subgroup displayed different molecular 

profiles. LBCL-IRF4 had frequent mutations in IRF4 and NF-κB pathway genes (CARD11, 

CD79B) whereas DLBCL, NOS was predominantly of GCB-DLBCL subtype and carried gene 

mutations similar to the adult counterpart (e.g., SOCS1 and KMT2D). A subset of HGBCL, NOS 

displayed recurrent alterations of BL-related genes such as MYC, ID3, CCND3 and SMARCA4, 

whereas other cases were genetically closer to GCB-DLBCL. Interestingly, we could identify 

age-related differences in pediatric DLBCL since pediatric and young adult cases were mainly 

of GCB subtype, displayed low genetic complexity and virtually lacked primary aberrations 

(BCL2, MYC and BCL6 rearrangements). Finally, we identify clinical and molecular features 

related to unfavorable outcome such as age >18 years, high LDH levels, activated B-cell (ABC) 

DLBCL profile, high genetic complexity, homozygous deletions of 19p13.3/TNFSF7/TNFSF9, 

gains of 1q21-q44/MDM4/MCL1 and TP53 mutations. 

 

Altogether, we conclude that GC-derived B-NHL of pediatric and young adult population is a 

heterogeneous group of tumors including different entities with specific molecular profiles 

and clinical behavior. This thesis has contributed to increase the knowledge of these 

lymphoma entities identifying biomarkers that might be helpful to improve their diagnosis 

and to design management strategies more adapted to their particular biological behavior. 
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1. B-cell Non-Hodgkin lymphomas 

 

Lymphoid malignances comprise a heterogeneous group of B-, T- and NK-cell clonal tumors. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) Classification of Tumours of Hematopoietic and 

Lymphoid Tissues, which has become an international standard for clinical practice, stratifies 

them according to their morphology, immunophenotype, genetic and clinical information 

available (Swerdlow et al., 2017). 

 

Lymphomas can be subclassified into two major subgroups, Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin 

lymphomas (NHL). At the same time, NHL comprise a wide spectrum of genetically, 

phenotypically, and clinically distinct malignancies derived mainly from immature and 

mature B cells of the germinal center (GC) (Morton et al., 2007). These malignances tend to 

mimic different stages of normal B-cell differentiation, which explains, in part, the high 

heterogeneity of this group of malignances and allows their classification based on 

morphology, immunophenotype, and gene expression profiles (Swerdlow et al., 2017). For 

that reason, it would be mandatory to bear in mind the basics of the normal B-cell 

differentiation in order to understand the pathogenesis of B-cell NHL (B-NHL). 

 

1.1 The B-cell development 

 

The biological process from which all blood cells are formed is called hematopoiesis. It occurs 

during the embryonic development and endures throughout adulthood to produce and 

replace the blood system. In adults, this multi-step process originates in the bone marrow 

(BM), where pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells gradually differentiate into committed 

progenitors that will give rise to myeloid and lymphoid cell lineages (Monroe and Dorshkind, 

2007; Rieger and Schroeder, 2012). 
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B-cell development consists in a series of cellular transitions that culminate in the production 

of effective B cells and the establishment of a wide repertoire of B-cell antigen receptors 

(BCR) encoded by rearranged immunoglobulin (IG) genes. (Pieper, Grimbacher and Eibel, 

2013) Each different maturation stage of this process is characterized by specific cell-surface 

and intra-cellular expression markers, the BCR rearrangement status and specific 

morphological aspects (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the different stages in B-cell development. BCR 

rearrangement status and some cell-surface markers are also shown. SHM: somatic hyper mutation; 

CSR: class switch recombination; sIg: surface immunoglobulin. Figure modified from (Schroeder, 

Radbruch and Berek, 2019). 

 

The process starts in the BM where B-cell precursors undergo recombination of the variable 

(V), diversity (D) and joining (J) segments of the IGH locus to produce the IG heavy-chain 

(IGH) variable region that is then fused to the constant region of the IG gene. Then, the same 

occurs in the Igk (IGK) and Igλ (IGL) loci where the recombination of V and J segments and 

the constant region produce the IG light-chain (LeBien and Tedder, 2008). This molecular 

process of recombination involves recombination-activating genes (RAG1 and RAG2) that 
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induce double-stranded DNA breaks, and the non-homologous end-joined repair apparatus 

that resolve them (Fugmann et al., 2000). Combination of two IGH and two IGL/K origins the 

mature and effective BCR (IgM and/or IgD) which is expressed on the surface of naïve B-

cells. These naïve B cells leave the BM to the bloodstream where they can visit secondary 

lymphoid structures in which B-cell activation can occur trigged by antigen recognition 

through the BCR. 

 

The lymph node is one of the most common places for antigen recognition. B-cell activation 

sometimes requires additional signals from non-B cells such as T cells. Therefore, T-cell 

dependent and independent responses can be distinguished (LeBien and Tedder, 2008). 

 

The T-cell dependent B-cell activation mainly occur in the follicles within the cortex of a 

lymph node known as primary follicles. This activation induces B-cell proliferation and 

expansion in the central region of the lymphoid follicle region forming transient structures 

called germinal center. The GC reaction polarizes the follicle into two distinct anatomical 

areas: the dark zone (DZ) containing large, highly proliferative B cells named centroblasts 

and the light zone (LZ) containing smaller, nondividing B cells known as centrocytes (Mesin, 

Ersching and Victora, 2016). These two new compartments are characterized by different 

transcriptional programs explaining their different functions in the process B-cell 

development process (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015) (Figure 2). 

 

In the DZ, activated B cells proliferate rapidly and become centroblasts, which undergo 

somatic hypermutation (SHM) and affinity maturation processes that contribute to antibody 

diversity (Kurosaki, Kometani and Ise, 2015). The SHM process consists in the addition of 

point mutations at the variable regions of the IG genes (VHDHJH and occasionally VLJL) that 

increase their binding affinity. As centroblasts, they mature and differentiate further, they 

become centrocytes which migrate into the LZ. 
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Figure 2. Different transcription factors involved in different stages of germinal center B-cell 

differentiation. Figure from (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015). 

 

In the LZ, centrocytes compete for survival signals derived from follicular dendritic cells. At 

this point, it takes place the class switch recombination (CSR), a process that increases 

functional diversity by changing the constant segment of the IG from IgM to other isotypes 

(IgA, IgE or IgG). 

 

Both SHM and CSR require the activity of an enzyme called activation-induced cytidine 

deaminase (AID), which is exclusively expressed in GC B cells (Muramatsu et al., 2000). AID 

is a cytosine deaminase that introduces point mutations by converting cytosine to uracil 

causing C:G to T:A transitions in the DNA strand after replication. Subsequently, the action 

of error-prone DNA repair machinery may lead to the introduction of double strand breaks, 

which are essential for CSR process (Li et al., 2004; Choudhary et al., 2017). 

 

At the end of all these processes, the surviving centrocytes can undergo multiple cycles of 

re-entry in the DZ before completing their differentiation into plasma cells or memory B 
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cells. Once differentiated, these plasma B cells will remain in the lymphoid organs, while 

memory B cells will migrate to bloodstream. 

  

T-cell independent activation may occur in the outermost region of the lymphoid follicle 

called the marginal zone, where B cells can interact with antigens presented by 

macrophages. This activation produces a rapid response of the marginal zone B cells that 

differentiate into extrafollicular plasma cells. In absence of T-cell interaction, SHM and CSR 

may occur in a less efficiently way than in the GC. Therefore, antibodies generated are mainly 

IgM of limited diversity (Cerutti, Cols and Puga, 2013). 

 

1.2. Advances in diagnostic techniques for B-cell lymphoma diagnosis 
 

Lymphoma diagnosis has been enormously challenging for clinicians. Over the time it has 

evolved tremendously thanks to the advances in diagnostic techniques. Initially, lymphoma 

classification was strictly based on clinics and the appearance down the microscope 

(morphology) corresponding of normal B-cell stages. Over time, with the appearance of 

monoclonal antibodies and their adaptation to formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) 

sections, the use of immunophenotype analysis by flow cytometry and 

immunohistochemistry was integrated as a new tool for the clinician to better diagnose and 

subclassify lymphomas (Ferry, 2020). 

 

The introduction of conventional cytogenetic methods and new advances in DNA genome-

wide techniques allowed the detection of different types of genetic alterations associated 

with different lymphoma entities. These findings have been determinant for the 

understanding of lymphoma pathogenesis leading to a more accurate classification and 

diagnosis of the different lymphoma subtypes. 

 

For these studies, most available samples are the ones preserved in FFPE blocks, which 

sometimes have some antiquity and then the extensive clinical follow-up information that is 
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needed for highly powerful retrospective studies. Although, the problem with this kind of 

samples is the low quality of nucleic acids extracted from these FFPE blocks compared to 

those obtained from fresh or frozen biospecimens. This occurs because of the formalin-

fixation procedure which causes nucleic acids fragmentation, degradation, chemical 

modification and cross-linking to proteins (Srinivasan, Sedmak and Jewell, 2002). For that 

reason, the application of molecular genome-wide techniques such as copy number (CN) 

arrays, sequencing or gene expression techniques are sometimes limited to the use of fresh 

frozen samples, although its availability is scarcer. Even that, in order to take advantage of 

this widely available repertory of FFPE samples, new adapted techniques and optimization 

strategies have been introduced to reduce the low quality results obtained from FFPE 

samples and minimize sequence artifacts (Do and Dobrovic, 2015). 

 

A brief overview of most used techniques is explained below, and its application, advantages 

and disadvantages are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of genomic molecular techniques 

 

SNV: single nucleotide variant; CGH: comparative genomic hybridization, SNP: single nucleotide 

polymorphism; MIP: molecular inversion probe; NGS: next generation sequencing; CNA: copy number 

alteration; CNN-LOH: copy number neutral loss of heterozygosis.  

# Can be deduced from some unbalanced rearrangements with CNA associated. 

* Generally limited to good quality FFPE-derived DNA. 

Cytogenetics FISH
CGH 

array

SNP 

array

MIP-

assay
Sanger NGS

Features

Resolution >5 Mb 50 kb 3 kb 10-20 kb 50-100 kb 1bp 1bp

Requires viable cells Yes No No No No No No

Requires prior knowledge of 

the DNA sequences No Yes No No No Yes No

Allows FFPE DNA No Yes Yes* Yes* Yes Yes Yes*

Identification

Rearrangement Yes Yes Yes# Yes# Yes# Yes Yes

CNA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

CNN-LOH No No No Yes Yes No Yes

SNV/indels No No No No No Yes Yes
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1.2.1. Conventional cytogenetics and Fluorescence in situ hybridization 

 

Conventional cytogenetic analysis has been used to obtain the karyotype of the neoplastic 

cells. The technique is based on the study of metaphase chromosomes with different 

banding staining techniques. It provides a view of all chromosomes and allows the detection 

of large abnormalities including rearrangements and whole chromosomal gains and losses 

or large portions of them (Figure 3A). A significant limitation is its low resolution and the 

requirement of fresh tissue with growing viable cells. 

 

 

Figure 3. Conventional karyotype and FISH for detection of t(8;14)/IGH-MYC rearrangement. 

A) Karyotype showing the two altered chromosomes involved in the translocation, B) FISH break apart 

probes and C) FISH dual-color dual-fusion probes. Karyotype from (Angi et al., 2017). 

 

On the other hand, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is a powerful technique for 

detection of cancer-specific aberrations such as rearrangements and gene CN alterations. It 

is widely used in routine diagnostics since it can be performed on FFPE sections. This 

technique is based in the use of probes labelled with specific fluorochromes that allow the 

visualization of a concrete region of the genome by using a fluorescence microscope. There 

are two different designs for translocation detection including the break-apart and dual-

color dual-fusion probes. Break-apart probes flank either side of a specific loci where the 
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breakpoint is located. These probes are close to each other but, in the event of a 

rearrangement, the two signals would split and would be visualized physically separated 

(Figure 3B). The limitation is that with these probes the partner of the translocation remains 

unknown. On the other hand, dual-color dual-fusion probes usually target the two known 

regions, usually from the two derivative chromosomes involved in a specific translocation 

(e.g., t(8;14)/IGH-MYC). When translocation occurs, the juxtaposition of both signals will be 

observed (Figure 3C). 

 

1.2.2. Copy number arrays 

 

The CN arrays are high-resolution techniques for genome-wide CN detection. This 

technology is based on a chip of synthetic oligonucleotides complementary to human DNA 

and the hybridization of labelled fragments of DNA samples. Unlike karyotype or FISH 

techniques, where dividing cells are needed to obtain metaphases, CN arrays only need 

genomic DNA.  Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) array is a type of CN array that 

allows detection of CN alterations by comparing the genome from a tumor sample with a 

reference one, each of them marked with a different fluorochrome. Comparison of the two 

signals by an image analysis software results in the identification of gains, losses, 

amplifications and homozygous deletions. Besides, this technique also allows the 

identification of chromothripsis patterns, which are massive genomic clustered 

rearrangement of one chromosome in a single catastrophic event, by the detection of at 

least seven switches of CN states on a single chromosome (Stephens et al., 2011; Edelmann 

et al., 2012).  

 

The single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array is another CN array similar to CGH array but 

differently the design includes different oligonucleotides containing both alleles of a SNP 

bind to a solid surface area. This type of array only requires the hybridization of the target 

samples and allows the identification of not only gains and losses, but also loss of 

heterozygosity (LOH) and CN neutral-LOH (CNN-LOH) alterations (Figure 4). 
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The application of CN arrays to FFPE-derived DNAs has been controversial since lower 

success rates and higher number of CN changes including artifacts were reported compared 

to those from fresh or frozen tissues (Mc Sherry et al., 2007; Tuefferd et al., 2008; Nasri et 

al., 2010). These genotype discordances between FFPE and frozen samples differ among 

different platforms but, in the end, raise troubling questions about the reliability of the data 

generated from poor quality FPPE samples. In order to overcome these problems, some CN 

array platforms have optimized their protocols for FFPE samples obtaining good results 

comparable to frozen samples (Lyons-Weiler et al., 2008). Additionally, recent advances in 

the methodology of CN arrays have allowed the development of different array platforms 

suitable for low quality FFPE-derived DNA. For instance, Oncoscan platform (Thermofisher 

inc.) is based on molecular inversion probe (MIP)-assay, a new methodology in which only a 

small intact target DNA sequence footprint, including a SNP, is required by MIP probes (~40 

bp) allowing to work with highly degraded FFPE-derived DNAs (Wang et al., 2009). 

 

 

Figure 4. Oncoscan SNP-array representation. In the first panel, CN calls are represented, whereas in 

the second panel, the B-allele frequency (BAF). The profile includes the representation of different 

CN alteration (gain, loss and homozygous deletion), chromothripsis pattern and LOH and CNN-LOH. 
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1.2.3. DNA Sequencing approaches 

 

DNA sequencing is the process in which the nucleotide order of a given DNA sequence is 

determined, allowing the identification of different genetic alterations including single 

nucleotide mutations, insertions and deletions (indels) and even structural variants (gains, 

losses, inversions and rearrangements). It englobes different techniques from the 

conventional Sanger sequencing to the different next generation sequencing (NGS) 

approaches. 

 

Sanger sequencing was the first technique that allowed DNA sequencing. It is based on the 

chain termination method which relies on the incorporation of labelled modified nucleotides 

(dideoxynucleotides, ddNTPs) by a DNA polymerase. This technique only allows the 

sequencing of a specified target region identifying high frequency mutations (>15% allele 

frequency). Translocations and indels can be also identified with appropriated primers.  

 

On the other hand, NGS techniques consist in the massive parallel sequencing of millions of 

small fragments of DNA called reads. These techniques allow the sequence of entire 

genomes (whole genome sequencing; WGS) or specific regions of interest, including all the 

exomes from all the 22.000 genes of the genome (whole exome sequencing; WES) or small 

number of individual genes (targeted sequencing). An advance in NGS approaches has been 

the introduction of the paired-end sequencing that allows the sequencing of both ends of a 

fragment. This new methodology produces twice the number of reads, more accurate read 

alignment and allows detection of small indels, CN alterations and translocations and 

inversions with the appropriate algorithms (Figure 5) (Nakagawa et al., 2015). It is necessary 

to emphasize that the implementation of these techniques requires the use of 

bioinformatics tools to assess the massive amount of data generated. 
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Figure 5. NGS technology scheme. Representation of WGS paired-end reads and different genomic 

alterations including coding and non-coding mutations, copy number alterations and translocations. 

 

NGS techniques cover the sequencing of DNA from both FFPE and frozen samples. Despite 

of that, there are some concerns with the use of FFPE-derived DNA since high frequency of 

false-positive artifacts were detected compared to frozen-derived DNA (Gallegos Ruiz et al., 

2007; Astolfi et al., 2015). These artifacts are transitional C:G to T:A changes produced from 

the hydrolytic deamination of cytosine bases to uracil (Do and Dobrovic, 2015). Since these 

artifacts show very low frequency due to the arbitrariness of the process, they can be filtered 

out using appropriate pipelines. A second major problem related to FFPE-derived DNA is the 

high fragmentation of the nucleic acids that significantly reduces the number of amplifiable 

templates available for PCR amplification (Carrick et al., 2015). Capture-based targeted 

sequencing approach may be a solution for these highly degraded low-quality DNA from 

FFPE samples since it is based on DNA capture by hybridization using synthesized 

oligonucleotide probes, also known as baits, which are shorter than amplicons and can be 

overlapped, enabling more templates to be captured (Wong et al., 2013; Do and Dobrovic, 

2015). 
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1.3. B-cell Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma pathogenesis 

 

Lymphoma development or pathogenesis is a process in which the accumulation of genetic 

alterations in normal B cells leads to an activation of oncogenic pathways and impairment 

of normal cell growth and survival. Akin to other cancers, these genetic alterations include 

somatic mutations, CN changes and structural gene rearrangements. A single genetic event 

is not enough to develop a tumor, but rather an accumulation of them. These genetic 

alterations arise from replication errors or DNA damage (caused by exogenous and 

endogenous factors) and are accumulated arbitrary in the somatic cells of our body during 

its lifespan (Martincorena and Campbell, 2015).  

 

Most of the mutations that the cells acquire are harmless and do not affect the phenotype. 

Unfortunately, on some occasions, a mutation can affect important genes (oncogenes or 

tumor suppressor genes) or regulatory elements that alter cellular functions of great 

importance for the cell. These mutations can confer a selective advantage to the cell, leading 

to a better growth, increased proliferation and survival (Stratton, Campbell and Futreal, 

2009). Therefore, mutations can be considered as “drivers” when confer a selective 

advantage to the cell, or “passengers” if they have no phenotypic or biological effect.  

 

As it was mention before, the process of B-cell development leads to changes in the genome 

as well as clonal expansion of the B cells that may have some risks associated. Normally, the 

entire process is tightly regulated by homeostatic controls but sometimes this regulation 

might be disrupted by different reasons including the acquisition of genetic alterations, 

viruses and bacterial infections or an immunosuppression by immunosuppressive treatment 

or baseline immune deficiency disorders (Zhang et al., 2011).  

 

Most of the B-NHL genetic alterations converge in the same biological programs, signaling 

pathways and regulatory networks that operate during the normal B-cell differentiation in 

order to sustain growth and cell survival. The mechanisms underlying these alterations are 
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diverse and still incompletely understood. Even that, two important types of genetic 

alterations in B-NHL, which are chromosomal translocations and aberrant SHM (aSHM), are 

known to occur as a consequence of the IG gene remodeling processes malfunctions leaded 

by AID machinery (Pasqualucci et al., 2008) (Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 6. Main genetic alterations in B-NHL. A) In the bone marrow, RAG1 and RAG2, which mediate 

VDJ recombination, cause breaks in genes encoding immunoglobulins. B) In the germinal center, the 

AID machinery, which is involved in SHM and CSR processes, causes aSHM of non-IG genes and breaks 

in immunoglobulin or non-immunoglobulin genes, which promotes the generation of gene 

translocations. Figure adapted from (Miao et al., 2019). 

 

1.3.1. Chromosomal translocations 

 

IG related chromosomal translocations are supposed to be the first hit in the process of 

lymphomagenesis. These rearrangements can occur in different steps of the B-cell 

development involving the malfunction of the IG gene remodeling processes (RAG-mediated 

VDJ recombination and AID-mediated CSR and SHM) (Küppers and Dalla-Favera, 2001). 

These translocations mainly cause the juxtaposition of IG regulatory regions with the intact 
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coding region of another target gene, which is mainly an oncogene, driving its 

overexpression. These affected oncogenes are usually genes related with the GC B-cell 

development regulation (e.g., BCL6, PAX5, MYC and BCL2). However, these alterations are 

not sufficient to cause the tumor since they have been detected in healthy individuals in very 

small clonal population (Lecluse et al., 2009). Therefore, other secondary alterations 

including single nucleotide variants and CN alterations must be acquired during cancer 

progression with different implications in the pathogenesis. 

 

1.3.2. Aberrant somatic hypermutation 

 

Another alteration, which is exclusive of GC-derived B-cell lymphomas is the termed aSHM. 

This mechanism of alteration consists in the deregulation of the physiological SHM 

mechanism which leads to the extension of the AID mutagenic activity to several non-IG 

genes causing an hypermutation or kataegis of the locus. In normal GC-derived B cells, this 

AID mutagenic activity can affect the 5' regulatory sequences of BCL6 and TNFRSF6/FAS 

(Pasqualucci et al., 1998; Müschen et al., 2000). On the other hand, in some GC-derived B-

NHL and particularly in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, aSHM may cause a hypermutated  

pattern affecting numerous known proto-oncogenes such as PIM1, PAX5, RHOH/TTF and 

MYC (Pasqualucci et al., 2001). The SHM pattern caused by the AID is characterized by 

multiple C:G to T:A transitions, mainly affecting WRCY/RGYW hotspot sequences of the firsts 

2kb after a transcript start site, which may include intronic or non-translated sequences 

containing regulatory regions and sometimes exonic regions (Khodabakhshi et al., 2012). 

The functional consequences of aSHM on non-IG genes may cause a dysregulation in the 

gene expression or alterations in the protein structure. Nevertheless, a comprehensive 

characterization of the functional consequences of the aSHM on non-IG genes is still missing. 

This mechanism has been also described as a driving mechanism for chromosomal 

translocations in B-NHL since it generates also double-strand DNA breaks that are potentially 

recombinogenic (Küppers and Dalla-Favera, 2001).  
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2. Pediatric non-Hodgkin lymphomas 

 
NHL mainly affect adults, with a median age at diagnosis of 67 years old but can also occur 

in pediatric population (cut-off stablished at 18 years old) (SEER 21 2013–2017). In fact, 

pediatric NHL is the fifth most common neoplasia occurring in children and adolescent, 

representing a 6% of all malignances (Downing et al., 2012). These pediatric NHL are mainly 

aggressive B-cell lymphomas, characterized by age-related differences in terms of clinic 

presentation, prognosis and biology (Minard-Colin et al., 2015). 

 

 

Figure 7. Relative frequency of NHL subtypes according to the age at diagnosis. ALCL, anaplastic 

large-cell lymphoma; BL, Burkitt lymphoma; DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; FL, follicular 

lymphoma; LBL, lymphoblastic lymphoma; MCL, mantle cell lymphoma; MF, mycosis fungoides; 

NMZL, nodal marginal zone lymphoma; SLL, small lymphocytic lymphoma. Figure from (Sandlund and 

Martin, 2016). 

 

The spectrum of different NHL subtypes varies with the age. In pediatric and young adult 

population there are more frequent aggressive high-grade tumors comprising Burkitt 

lymphoma (BL), diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), primary mediastinal B-cell lymphoma 

(PMBCL), lymphoblastic lymphoma (LBL) and anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL), whereas 

low-grade lymphomas such as follicular lymphoma (FL) and nodal marginal zone lymphoma 

(NMZL) are much less common (Figure 7) (Sandlund and Martin, 2016). 
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Sometimes, overlapping immunophenotypic, morphological and clinical features makes 

difficult the differential diagnosis between some of these pediatric entities. For instance, 

there is an entity in the WHO termed high grade B-cell lymphoma (HGBCL) for those cases 

with intermediate features between BL and DLBCL that should not be classified as neither of 

them (Swerdlow et al., 2017). 

 

2.1 Clinical aspects and therapeutic regimens of pediatric B-NHL 

 

In general, pediatric NHL have better treatment outcome than adults, with an overall 

survival (OS) rate exceeding 80% (Minard-Colin et al., 2015). This might be explained by age-

related differences in terms of the biology of the tumor and the therapeutic approaches. For 

instance, young patients can receive more intensive therapeutic regimens than adults. 

Accordingly, pediatric regimens are based of highly intensive chemotherapy whereas in 

adults, different doses are required depending of the lymphoma entity (Sandlund, 2007). 

Even that  pediatric NHL have an excellent prognosis, there are some concerns regarding the 

use of these highly intensive poly-therapies since they may produce long-term toxicities and 

other late complications such as risk of second malignancies, reduced fertility and risk of 

cardiomyopathy (von der Weid, 2008). 

 

Aggressive B-NHL, including DLBCL and BL, are extremely chemosensitive, achieving 

excellent results using intensive short cycle multiagent cyclophosphamide-based 

chemotherapeutic regimens adapted from B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia, in addition 

to central nervous system (CNS) prophylaxis. Some of these regimens and protocols are 

indicated in the Table 2 (Reiter et al., 1999; Patte et al., 2001; Lacasce et al., 2004; Thomas 

et al., 2006; Mead et al., 2008; Dunleavy, Pittaluga, Shovlin, et al., 2013; Minard-Colin et al., 

2020). Outcomes improved dramatically as a result of two large clinical trials performed by 

the French-American-British Lymphomes Malins B (LMB) and the Berlin-Frankfurt-Munster 

(BFM) groups, in which different chemotherapy protocols were tested (Reiter et al., 1999; 

Patte et al., 2001). Both protocols rely on similar intensive multiagent chemotherapy and 
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stratify cases into risk groups according to the degree of surgical resection, stage and serum 

lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity. The use of rituximab, a chimeric monoclonal antibody 

against the CD20 cell surface antigen, has been demonstrated to improve survival of high-

risk patients when combined with LMB/BFM chemotherapy backbones (Goldman et al., 

2013; Minard-Colin et al., 2020), suggesting its use independently of the risk group. 

 

Table 2. Front line Treatment Options for ped B-NHL. 

 

OS: Overall survival; CR: complete response; EFS: Event free survival; PFS: progression free survival. 

 

On the other hand, therapeutic options for low-grade indolent lymphomas such as pediatric 

type FL (PTFL) and pediatric NMZL (PNMZL) include watch and wait strategy after resection 

or limited chemotherapy approaches, obtaining survival rates exceeding the 95% of the 

cases (Attarbaschi et al., 2013; Ronceray et al., 2018). 

 

Even that relapses are rare in pediatric B-NHLs, their outcome is dismal with curate rates of 

less than 30% and no standard of care available (Moleti, Testi and Foa, 2020). Therefore, 

novel approaches are needed to both reduce toxicities and improve outcomes in those 

pediatric patients that relapse. There are fewer novel agents that are being tested in 

Regimen/  

protocols
Components Rituximab Study patients Outcomes Reference

CODOX-M/IVAC

cyclophosphamide, cytarabine, 

vincristine, doxorubicin and 

methotrexate in combination 

with ifosamide, etoposide and 

cytarabine

No BL
72% OS                  

64% EFS 2-years

(Lacasce et al. , 2004; 

Mead et al. , 2008)

DA-EPOCH-R

etoposide, prednisone, 

vincristine, cyclophosphamide, 

doxorubicin

Yes BL >90% CR and PFS (Dunleavy et al. , 2013) 

Hyper-CVAD-R

cyclophosphamide, vincristine, 

doxorubicin and dexamethasone 

in combination with 

methotrexate and cytarabine

Yes BL/B-ALL
89% OS 3-year     

80% EFS 3-year
(Thomas et al. , 2006)

LMB89 protocol 

(COPADM)

cyclophosphamide, vincristine, 

prednisone, doxorubicin and 

methotrexate

No pediatric B-NHL
97% CR                   

92% 5-year EFS/OS
(Patte et al. , 2001)

BFM90 protocol Similar to LMB protocol No pediatric B-NHL 89% 6-year EFS (Reiter et al., 1999) 

Inter-B-NHL Ritux
LMB chemotherapy plus 

rituximab
Yes pediatric BL/ALL 93.9% 3-year EFS

(Minard-Colin et al., 

2020)
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pediatrics in comparison with adults. Despite of that, some clinical trials are evaluating novel 

approaches including chimeric antigen receptor T-cells (phase 2 clinical trial: NCT03610724) 

or targeted therapies such as Ibrutinib (phase 3 clinical trial: NCT02703272) (Harker-Murray, 

Pommert and Barth, 2020).  

 

2.2. Molecular profiling of pediatric B-NHL 

 

Whereas adult B-NHLs have been widely studied, data on molecular profiling of pediatric B-

NHLs series are almost lacked except for BL and PMBCL which have been extensively studied 

with now well-established profiles of genomic alterations (Savage et al., 2003; Love et al., 

2012; Richter et al., 2012; Schmitz et al., 2012; Reddy et al., 2017). This occurs because most 

of the molecular studies did not take into account the age of the patients, diluting in that 

way the biology of the pediatric variants. 

 

Even that, some genetic studies have been performed only in pediatric patients identifying 

clear differences with their adult counterparts which has been crucial for the recognition of 

these pediatric variants as separated pediatric entities in the WHO classification of lymphoid 

neoplasms such as PTFL and PNMZL (Louissaint et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2016). 

Additionally, these studies of mature B-NHL in children also led to the identification of two 

new entities such as Burkitt-like lymphoma with 11q aberration (BLL-11q) and large B-cell 

lymphoma with IRF4 rearrangement (LBCL-IRF4) which were introduced as provisional 

entities in the 2017 revision of the WHO classification (Swerdlow et al., 2017). These newly 

recognized entities have not been yet studied in detail due to the novelty and the rareness 

of the disease. 

 

Therefore, genome wide studies of pediatric cohorts could significantly help to extend our 

understanding of lymphoma pathogenesis leading to a more accurate re-definition of the 

lymphoma subtypes and to better stratify the cases in risk groups in order to reduce 

toxicities and to identified new targets for novel therapies. From now, we will focus on 
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pediatric GC-derived B-NHL including BL, BLL-11q, HGBCL, DLBCL, LBCL-IRF4, PMBCL and 

PTFL subtypes. Therefore, next sections will review in detail all these pediatric entities. 

 

3. Burkitt lymphoma 

 

BL is a highly aggressive B-cell NHL derived from mature GC B cells described for the first 

time in 1958 by the Irish surgeon Denis Burkitt (BURKITT, 1958). It is the most prevalent B-

NHL in pediatric population accounting 40% of all B-NHL in childhood but less than 5% in 

adults (Dunleavy and Gross, 2018). It is characterized by MYC rearrangements, the hallmark 

of the disease, which causes a constitutive overexpression of the oncogene leading to a rapid 

cell proliferation (Swerdlow et al., 2017). Of note, it was the first cancer discovered to be 

pathologically driven by a genetic rearrangement and also the first human tumor related 

with a virus infection (Casulo and Friedberg, 2018).  

 

According to the WHO classification, three different clinical entities of BL have been 

identified with similar morphology, immunophenotype, but epidemiologically and clinically 

distinct. These entities are the endemic, sporadic, and immunodeficiency associated, being 

the sporadic variant the most prevalent worldwide (Dunleavy, Little and Wilson, 2016; 

Swerdlow et al., 2017) (Table 3). 

 

3.1. Morphological and clinical aspects of BL 

 

Independent of subtype, all BL variants display high proliferation rate and present with a 

diffuse growth of medium-sized, monomorphic cells with blastic chromatin and multiple 

small nucleoli. BL is also characterized by the “starry-sky” appearance due to the scattered 

tingible body macrophages that get stuffed with cellular debris caused by a high fraction of 

apoptotic neoplastic cells. Immunophenotypically, BL expresses pan-B cell surface markers 

such as CD19, CD20 and CD79a in addition to the GC markers CD10 and BCL6 but lack BCL2 
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expression (Casulo and Friedberg, 2018). Strong expression of MYC protein is also seen in 

most of cells (Grimm and O’Malley, 2019). The marker ki-67 is expressed around 100% of 

the cells evidencing the high proliferation rate of the cells. Negativity for the GC marker 

LMO2 is typically seen in BL and has been shown to predict presence of MYC translocations 

(Colomo et al., 2017). 

 

Table 3. Epidemiology and clinical presentation of BL subtypes. 

  

CNS: central nervous system; BM: bone marrow; Y: year 

 

Clinically, BL presents as a rapidly growing tumor, with affection of extranodal sites including 

the CNS and the BM. Consequently, almost 70% of the patients have an advanced stage III 

or IV disease at the diagnosis (Swerdlow et al., 2017).  Despite its aggressive behavior, BL is 

extremely chemosensitive, achieving excellent results using intensive short cycle multiagent 

chemotherapeutic programs regimens including a combination of multiagent cytotoxic 

chemotherapies with tumor lysis and CNS prophylaxis management (see section 2.1.). 

Interestingly, adults and pediatric cases are treated with the same regimens with a paucity 

for older patients. In pediatric population, BL outcome reaches more than 90% of survival 

rate whereas in adults, recent data reported OS rate exceeding 70% (Saleh et al., 2020). 

  

Characteristics Endemic BL Sporadic BL HIV associated BL

Epidemiology

Equatorial belt of 

Africa and Papua New 

Guinea

Worldwide Worldwide

Incidence 5-10/100,000 cases 2-3/1,000,000 cases 6/1000 AIDS cases

NHL (percentage) 90% of PedNHL 
30-40% of PedNHL                  

1-2% of AdultNHL

Age and gender
Peak incidence: 4-7 y         

Male:Female 2:1

Median age: 30 y          

Male:Female 2-3:1
Median age: 44 y

EBV association 100% 10-20% 25-40%

Location jaw and facial bones 
abdomen in 60-80% 

and head and neck 

CNS involvement 30-40% 15% high risk

BM involvement 10% 30%
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3.2. Role of infectious agents: Epstein Barr virus 

 

The role of Epstein Barr virus (EBV) infection in BL pathogenesis is quite enigmatic. EBV a is 

gamma-1 herpesvirus with oncogenic potential since it promotes growth-transforming 

proliferation to resting B-cells lymphocytes (Mrozek-Gorska et al., 2019). This virus has been 

associated with distinct lymphoproliferative diseases and tumors including B-cell 

lymphomas (Shannon-Lowe and Rickinson, 2019). EBV-positive BL, typically display a latency 

I program which promotes cell survival via microRNAs (e.g. BARTs and BHRF1 miRNAs), 

thereby counteracting the apoptotic signals that entails elevated MYC expression (Komano 

et al., 1999; Seto et al., 2010; Vereide et al., 2014). EBV can also promote genomic instability, 

dysregulate telomere functions, and induce DNA damage to infected cells (Kamranvar et al., 

2007). Despite of that, EBV infection is clearly not sufficient to cause BL since it is not present 

in all BL cases and is quite prevalent in the normal adult population (90% of the adults). 

 

3.3. Gene expression profiling: molecular BL signature 

 

In comparison with other aggressive B-NHL, BL gene expression profile is close to that of DZ 

centroblasts of the GC (Victora et al., 2012). Gene expression assays defined the BL gene 

expression signature which is characterized by overexpression of MYC and its target genes, 

a subgroup of GC B-cell related genes including BCL6, and decreased expression of major-

histocompatibility-complex class I genes and NF-kB target genes in comparison with other 

aggressive B-NHL (Dave et al., 2006; Hummel et al., 2006). These gene expression signatures 

that define “molecular Burkitt lymphoma (mBL)” were not exclusive of conventional BL but 

could also be identified in atypical BL and some HGBCL and DLBCL cases (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8. BL gene expression signature prediction of 105 cases. Genomic complexity is described in 

the bar plots at the top of the panels. Heat map shows the gene-expression levels of the 58 mBL-

signature genes, with 1 gene shown per row. Bright blue indicates a low level of expression, bright 

yellow indicates a high level of expression, and black the average level of expression across all 

samples. Figure from (Hummel et al., 2006). 

 

3.4. BL genomic landscape and pathogenesis 
 

BL displays a low complex genomic profile characterized by the presence of MYC 

rearrangement and other secondary events including CN alterations and somatic mutations. 

Several high-resolution genotyping techniques including CGH, CGH-arrays and SNP-arrays 

have been applied to BL to elucidate its CN landscape (Salaverria et al., 2008; Scholtysik et 

al., 2010; Schiffman et al., 2011). These studies described simple genomic profiles (around 

6 CN alterations per case) characterized with recurrent gains of 1q, 7q, 13q and losses of 17p 

and 19q13 (Figure 9). Additionally, NGS analysis including WGS and transcriptome 

sequencing identified a mutational profile characterized by a low tumor mutational burden 

with a mean of 29 coding mutations per case (Lopez et al., 2019). 
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Figure 9. Copy number landscape of BL. Proportion of gains, losses and CNN-LOH along 

chromosomes. y-axis indicates the proportion of cases with the respective aberration, to the left CN, 

to the right CNN-LOH; green: gains; red: losses; blue: CNN-LOH; dotted vertical lines depict 

centromeres. Figure modified from (Scholtysik et al., 2010). 

 

All these genetic alterations identified in the BL genetic landscape converge into the 

deregulation of MYC and the activation of the PI3K signaling pathway, both of which are not 

characteristic of the physiological program of DZ B cells. Additionally, BL is also characterized 

by Gα13 pathway inactivation and other genetic alterations affecting apoptosis regulation 

(Figure 10). 
 

 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the pathways affected during lymphomagenesis in BL. The 

different colors that are used in the figure indicate molecules that belong to a specific pathway and/or 

lead to a specific outcome. Figure from (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015). 
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3.4.1. MYC rearrangements and deregulation of MYC activity 

 

As said, the most important genetic feature of BL is the presence of a reciprocal, balanced 

MYC rearrangements with IG genes, that was firstly discovered in 1976 using cytogenetic 

techniques (Zech et al., 1976; Zayac and Olszewski, 2020). Among MYC translocation, the 

t(8;14)(q24;q32) is the most common chromosomal translocation occurring in 80% of BL 

juxtaposing the MYC and the IGH locus. Other less frequent MYC rearrangements occur 

involving the IGK t(2;8) and IGL t(8;22) light chains in 15% and 5% of patients, respectively 

(Swerdlow et al., 2017; Casulo and Friedberg, 2018). These rearrangements lead to a 

constitutive MYC overexpression due to the juxtaposition of IG regulatory sequences to the 

MYC locus. MYC overexpression is a feature present in all BL cases, even in rare cases that 

are clinically and morphologically evident BL but lack MYC rearrangements, suggesting the 

presence of alternative mechanisms including cryptic rearrangements or miRNA 

deregulation that lead to MYC overexpression (Leucci et al., 2008; Wagener et al., 2019). For 

instance, gains and amplifications of 13q locus have demonstrated to upregulate the mir-

17-92 cluster located within the region, which counteracts MYC‐induced apoptosis and 

drives PI3K activity by reducing PTEN expression (Schiffman et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2014). 

There is an ongoing discussion about if BL is without exception defined by the presence of 

MYC rearrangement or whether a small subset of true BL without MYC rearrangement exist. 

 

MYC is also known as the most frequently mutated gene in BL (Love et al., 2012; Richter et 

al., 2012; Schmitz et al., 2012). MYC mutations have been described as aSHM patterns 

induced AID machinery, the same mechanisms that causes the MYC rearrangements 

(Grande et al., 2019). MYC mutations are located within the first non-coding exon and first 

intron which contain negative autoregulatory sequences although can also extended into 

coding exon 2 (Lopez et al., 2019) (Figure 11). Coding mutations occur in the trans activation 

domain affecting phosphorylation sites that alter either MYC degradation through increased 

protein stability or MYC-dependent transactivation of BIM and p53 pro-apoptotic proteins 

(Bahram et al., 2000; Dang, O’donnell and Juopperi, 2005; Hemann et al., 2005). 
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Figure 11. Recurrent MYC mutations in BL. A) Distribution of somatic mutations, indels and SVs in 

MYC. Mutations affecting SHM motifs (RGYW/DGYW) are indicated by blue and red dots; gray dots 

show mutations outside the motifs. B) Distribution of MYC mutations (red lollipops) across the MYC 

protein, and the location of the post translational modification sites. Figure from (Lopez et al., 2019). 

 

Altogether, MYC alterations lead to intensify the MYC activity in proliferation, energy 

metabolism modulation, ribosome and protein biogenesis, telomere maintenance, RNA 

transcription and DNA replication. In this manner, MYC regulates cell growth and 

proliferation (Meyer and Penn, 2008; Dang, 2013). However, MYC translocation alone is not 

sufficient for BL oncogenesis, as it occurs also in other NHL. Therefore, other factors might 

play role in the BL pathogenesis (Nguyen, Papenhausen and Shao, 2017). 

 

3.4.2. Constitutive PI3K signaling pathway 

 

High resolution NGS analysis identified activating mutations affecting the transcription 

factor TCF3 and inactivating mutations of its inhibitor ID3 (Love et al., 2012; Richter et al., 

2012; Schmitz et al., 2012). These mutations are highly recurrent in the three variants of BL, 

occuring in 70% of sporadic BL, 67% of immunodeficiency associated BL, and 40% of endemic 

BL variant. Interestingly, these mutations are exclusives of BL, being absent in other B-NHL 
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such as DLBCL, suggesting its defining role in BL pathogenesis. (Richter et al., 2012) 

Constitutive activation of TCF3, which is the main regulator of the centroblast program, leads 

to an enhance proliferation and tonic BCR-PI3K signaling which promotes survival of the BL 

cells (Schmitz et al., 2014; Rohde et al., 2017). Moreover, TCF3 also activates CCND3 which 

pairs with CDK6 to form an active kinase in contribute to cell cycle progression (Schmitz et 

al., 2014). Activating mutations in CCND3 have been also observed in 38% of sporadic BL but 

less prevalent among endemic BL cases (3%) (Schmitz et al., 2012). 

 

3.4.3. Additional genetic alterations 

 

TP53 alterations, including mutations and deletions, are present in 35% of BL (present in 

both sporadic and endemic BL variants) (Richter et al., 2012; Grande et al., 2019). These 

alterations contribute to decrease the pro-apoptotic function induced by MYC 

overexpression. In absence of TP53 mutations, inhibition of this pathway can also occur by 

other mechanisms related to the overexpression of two TP53 inhibitors, MDM2 and MDM4, 

which cooperate to degrade TP53 (Leventaki et al., 2012). The overexpression of these TP53 

inhibitors may be consequence of the recurrent 1q gain/amplifications where MDM4 is 

located or the 9p21.3 deletions harboring CDKN2B gene, an inhibitor of MDM2 (Lindstrom 

and Wiman, 2002; Hullein et al., 2019). 

 

Several additional mutations are also present in the molecular landscape of BL, cooperating 

with MYC and PI3K activation in the pathogenesis of the disease. (Love et al., 2012; Richter 

et al., 2012; Schmitz et al., 2012). These frequently mutated genes include SWI/SNF 

chromatin-remodeling complex genes (ARID1A and SMARCA4), FOXO1, DDX3X and PCBP1. 

The Gα13 signaling pathway that is involved in modulating GC B-cell migration and 

confinement is frequently disrupted by mutations affecting GNA13, RHOA and P2RY8 genes 

(Muppidi et al., 2014). 
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3.5. Age related differences 

 

BL is quite a homogeneous disease regardless of the age. No significant differences have 

been observed between pediatric and adult BL in terms of morphology, cytogenetic 

aberrations or mutations (Onciu et al., 2006; Havelange et al., 2016). Additionally, gene 

expression and CGH analysis did not also found significant differences between age groups 

in a series of molecular BL (aggressive B-NHL with BL gene expression signature) (Klapper et 

al., 2008). 

 

In terms of therapy, adult BL patients are treated with the same regimens used for pediatric 

BL with some modification in order to decrease toxicities. Very good outcomes, although 

less favorable than in pediatrics, were observed in adults treated with adapted protocols. 

Examples include CODOX-IVAC (65% 2-y EFS) (Mead et al., 2002), R-Hyper-CVAD (89% 3-y 

EFS) (Thomas et al., 2006) and LMB protocols (65% 2-y EFS) (Divine et al., 2005). 

 

4. Burkitt-like lymphoma with 11q aberration 

 

BLL-11q is a provisional entity in the 2017 revised version of the WHO classification 

(Swerdlow et al., 2017). It represents cases which have morphological, phenotypic, and gene 

expression profiles resembling those of BL, but lack MYC rearrangements according to 

standard detection methods such as FISH and are characterized by an 11q-arm aberration. 

 

BLL-11q was initially identified in series of gene expression classified molecular BL cases and 

MYC-negative HGBCL resembling BL (Pienkowska-Grela et al., 2011; Salaverria et al., 2014). 

BLL-11q cases are mainly of pediatric and young adult population although occasional cases 

in old patients have been reported (Pienkowska-Grela et al., 2011; Salaverria et al., 2014; 

Rymkiewicz et al., 2018).  
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4.1. Morphological and clinical aspects of BLL-11q 

 

BLL-11q may have a diverse morphology, mainly of BL with the typical cytologic features as 

the “starry-sky” pattern, but sometimes of HGBCL, and sporadically of DLBCL. It can also 

display a certain degree of cytological pleomorphism, sporadically a follicular pattern 

(Salaverria et al., 2014; Rymkiewicz et al., 2018). Immunophenotypically, BLL-11q is similar 

to BL with positive expression of CD19, CD20 in addition to the GC markers CD10 and BCL6 

and lack BCL2, but some variations can be observed. It is also characterized by a high 

proliferation rate (ki-67; >90% of the cells) and negativity for EBV RNA expression. 

Additionally, the GC marker LMO2, which predict the absence of MYC translocations in 

aggressive B-cell lymphomas, is expressed in 70% of the cases (Rymkiewicz et al., 2018).  

 

Clinically, BLL-11q presents as a rapidly growing tumor, with a higher incidence of nodal 

presentation in comparison with BL (82% vs 55%). These cases have an excellent survival 

rate, similar to BL if treated with the same BL regimens (>90% 3-year OS) (Salaverria et al., 

2014). 

 

4.2. BLL-11q genomic landscape and pathogenesis 

 

Absence of MYC rearrangements is a crucial feature for the recognition of these cases. 

Nevertheless, caution is warranted to define a true MYC-negative BL, because the wide 

range of breakpoints in the MYC and IG loci along with cryptic insertions of one locus into 

the other can make MYC breaks undetectable by FISH (Lopez et al., 2019; Wagener et al., 

2019). Despite of that, it has been demonstrated that these cases have lower MYC 

expression in comparison with BL, proving in that way the negativity of MYC rearrangements 

(Salaverria et al., 2014). 

 

BLL-11q seems to have slightly more complex karyotypes than BL (6-12 CN alterations per 

case, using different SNP and CGH microarray platforms) characterized by recurrent 11q-
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arm aberrations in addition to 6q14-q24 deletions and gains of 7q, 12p, 18q21.1 and 19p 

(Pienkowska-Grela et al., 2011; Salaverria et al., 2014; Rymkiewicz et al., 2018). The 11q-arm 

alteration is composed by proximal gains of 11q23.2-q23.3, some of them inverted, and 

telomeric losses of 11q24.1-qter. Additionally, isolated cases have been recognized with 

single 11q24-qter losses or 11q23 gain with 11q24 CNN-LOH (Salaverria et al., 2014; 

Grygalewicz et al., 2017). This 11q alteration is quite heterogeneous among cases since 

reported 11q-breakpoints between regions of gain and loss are not conserved, suggesting 

that this alteration is do not lead to a fusion gene product or a conserved rearrangement. 

(Figure 12). Some interesting candidate genes have been identified to be deregulated based 

of GEP and/or Western Blot experiments in both gain (PAFAH1B2) and deleted (ETS1 and 

FLI1) locus of the 11q-aberration. The ETS1 gene that is included in the minimal region of 

loss was also target of a focal homozygous deletion and was shown to be mutated in 4 of 16 

investigated cases (Salaverria et al., 2014). 

 

 

Figure 12. The 11q alteration of BLL-11q (n = 14, including SU-DHL-5 and HT cell lines). Chromosomal 

view of chromosome 11 analyzed by SNP arrays. Gains are depicted in blue whereas losses in red. 

Figure modified from (Salaverria et al., 2014). 

 

The 11q aberration might not be specific of BLL-11q entity since similar pattern of alteration 

was observed in a few typical BL and MYC-positive HGBCL (Grygalewicz et al., 2017). 

Additionally, same 11q alterations were observed in adult MYC-negative post-transplant 

molecular BL, although they are best considered to be BLL-11q (Ferreiro et al., 2015; 

Swerdlow et al., 2017). 
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Comparative analysis with BL showed that BLL-11q lacks 1q gains, has a different gene 

expression profile and lacks ID3 mutations (Salaverria et al., 2014). 

 

4.3. BLL-11q differential diagnosis 

 

The overlapping morphological and immunophenotypic features with BL and other 

aggressive B-cell lymphomas from the GC such as HGBCL, NOS, makes difficult their 

recognition. Even that the presence of its characteristic 11q aberration is helpful in the 

diagnosis, the methodology to identify this alteration still needed to be stablished. Thus, 

study of larger series will be necessary to better define the morphological, genetic and 

clinical features of these cases. 

 

5. High grade B-cell lymphoma 

 

HGBCL is a group of aggressive, mature B-cell lymphomas that for biological and clinical 

reasons should not be classified as DLBCL or BL (Swerdlow et al., 2017). In the 2008 WHO 

classification, these cases were grouped together into a provisional category called B-cell 

lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features intermediate between DLBCL and BL. In the 2017 

updated classification, this category was renamed by the current HGBCL entity dividing this 

group into two different categories: HGBCL with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements 

and HGBCL, not otherwise specified (NOS) (Swerdlow et al., 2016). 

 

5.1 Morphological and clinical aspects of HGBCL 

 

HGBCL with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements, also known as double-hit or triple-

hit (DH/TH) lymphomas, is group of aggressive B-cell lymphomas which encompasses all B-

cell lymphomas (with the exception of follicular lymphoma and B-lymphoblastic 

leukemia/lymphoma) that harbor MYC rearrangements in combination with BCL2 and/or 
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BCL6 rearrangements. HGBCL-DH/TH morphological spectrum includes DLBCL, intermediate 

between DLBCL and BL and few cases with blastoid appearance (Figure 13) (Aukema et al., 

2011; Swerdlow et al., 2017). 

 

HGBCL-DH/TH mainly occur in elderly patients, with a median age at diagnosis about 60 

years (range 17-87 years) and no cases have been reported in pediatric and young adult 

population (Klapper et al., 2012; Perry et al., 2013). Most patients present as widespread 

disease, with advanced stage (stage IV according to Ann Arbor classification), involving more 

than one extranodal site (30-88%), the BM (59-94%) and even the CNS (45%)(Le Gouill et al., 

2007; Li et al., 2012). Immunophenotypically, these lymphomas mainly have a GC B-cell like 

(GCB) phenotype with CD10 and BCL6 expression, in addition to BCL2 (Swerdlow et al., 

2017).  

 

 

Figure 13. Diagnostic algorithm useful in the differential diagnosis of HGBCL. It includes morphology, 

immunohistochemistry and FISH analysis. DH/TH: double hit/triple hit; SH: single hit; w: weak. Figure 

adapted from (Swerdlow et al., 2017). 

 

On the other hand, HGBCL, NOS encompasses a heterogeneous group of mature B-cell 

lymphomas with a spectrum of morphological appearances from blastoid to cases with 

intermediate features between BL and DLBCL, characterized by lack of double and triple-hits 
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events, independently of MYC rearrangements (Figure 13) (Swerdlow et al., 2017). Studies 

purely focused on this entity are rare due to the recent recognition of these lymphomas as 

an independent category from those HGBCL-DH/TH. According to some studies in which few 

HGBCL, NOS were included, clinical features and immunophenotype were quite similar to 

HGBCL-DH/TH (Perry et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015). 

 

As with HGBCL-DH/TH, HGBCL, NOS mainly occurs in elderly patients although a few HGBCL, 

NOS cases may occur in children. Even so the current WHO classification recommends 

avoiding this terminology and states that these lymphomas should be better classified as BL 

or DLBCL due to their good prognosis (Swerdlow et al., 2017).  

 

Clinically, both entities have very poor prognosis with a median OS less than two years after 

standard regimens for DLBCL (Perry et al., 2013; Ok and Medeiros, 2020) since no optimal 

therapeutic treatment is available for these patients (Snuderl et al., 2010; Perry et al., 2013). 

 

5.2. HGBCL gene expression assays 

 

Two different studies have applied gene expression signatures to identify high-risk patients 

with DLBCL including HGBCL-DH/TH cases. While Sha and colleges used a BL-like signature, 

(Sha et al., 2019) Ennishi and colleagues used a signature derived from genes differentially 

expressed between HGBCL-DH and non-DH GCB-DLBCL (Ennishi et al., 2019). Both signatures 

were able to identify most of the HGBCL-DH, as well as non-DH, which actually accounted 

half or the majority of the cases positive for the signatures. In other words, none of the 

signatures were specific of HGBCL-DH/TH or HGBCL, NOS. 
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5.3. HGBCL genomic landscape and pathogenesis 

 

By definition, HGBCL-DH/TH cases are characterized by the presence of MYC 

rearrangements in combination with BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements. The most frequent 

combination of rearrangements is the concurrent MYC and BCL2 translocation present in 65-

70% of HGBCL-DH/TH cases. Concurrent MYC/BCL6 rearrangements occur in 10-15% while 

triple-hit events (MYC/BCL2/BCL6 concurrent rearrangements) are present in 15-20% of the 

HGBCL-DH/TH cases (Ok and Medeiros, 2020). On the other hand, HGBCL, NOS cases lack 

double and triple hit events but, approximately 20-35% of the cases display MYC 

rearrangements (Perry et al., 2013; Swerdlow et al., 2017). 

 

Mutational profile has been poorly studied including both HGBCL-DH/TH and a few HGBCL, 

NOS. Two different studies observed an intermediate mutational profile between BL 

(mutations in MYC, ID3, CCND3) and GCB-DLBCL (mutations in BCL2, EZH2, CREBBP, KMT2D, 

FOXO1 and SOCS1), but lack of BL-related TCF3 mutations (Momose et al., 2015; Evrard et 

al., 2019). 

 

6. Diffuse large B cell lymphoma 

 

DLBCL is a medium or large B-cell neoplasm with a diffuse growth pattern originated from 

mature GC B cells. It is a heterogeneous disease that encompasses many different entities 

with distinct pathological, clinical and biological features (Table 4). Cases that do not belong 

to any specific subtype, which represents the 80-85% of all the DLBCL, are diagnosed as 

DLBCL not otherwise specified (hereafter referred as simply DLBCL), although they can still 

be biologically and genetically heterogeneous. 

 

DLBCL constitutes 25-35% of adult NHL in Western countries and a higher percentage in 

developing countries (Swerdlow et al., 2017). It is more common in the elderly with a median 
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age in the seventh decade, but it can also occur in pediatric and young patients accounting 

only 10-20% of the pediatric NHL (Sandlund and Martin, 2016). It usually arises de novo but 

it can rise from the histologic progression or transformation of more indolent lymphomas 

such as FL and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (Swerdlow et al., 2017). 

 

Table 4. Large B-cell lymphomas included in the last version of WHO classification. 

 

Diffuse large B-cel lymphomas, NOS 

        Molecular subtypes 

                  Germinal center B-cell (GCB) subtype  

                  Activated B-cell (ABC) subtype 

Other lymphomas of large B cells 

        T-cell/histiocyte-rich large B-cell lymphoma 

        Primary diffuse large B-cell lymphoma of the CNS 

        Primary cutaneous diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, leg type 

        EBV-positive diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, NOS 

        Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma associated with chronic inflammation 

        Lymphoid granulomatosis  

        Large B-cell lymphoma with IRF4 rearrangement 

        Primary mediastinal (thymic) large B-cell lymphoma 

        Intravascular large B-cell lymphoma 

        ALK-positive large B-cell lymphoma 

        Plasmablastic lymphoma 

        HHV8-positive diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 

        Primary effusion lymphoma 

        High grade B-cell lymphomas 

        B-cell lymphoma, unclassified, with features intermediate between 
DLBCL and classical Hodgkin lymphoma 

 

 

6.1. Morphological and clinical aspects of DLBCL 

 

Neoplastic cells are large and arranged in a diffuse pattern that totally or partially effaces 

normal nodal architecture. The morphology of DLBCL findings is diverse, so the disease can 

be divided into different morphological variants: the centroblastic variant (80% of all DLBCL)  

predominantly composed of centroblasts, the immunoblastic variant (8-10% DLBCL cases), 

predominantly composed of immunoblasts and the anaplastic variant (3% DLBCL cases), 
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characterized by large, pleomorphic and bizarre cells, often resembling Hodgkin/Reed‐

Sternberg cells (Swerdlow et al., 2017; Li, Young and Medeiros, 2018). 

Immunophenotypically, DLBCL cells express pan-B cell surface markers CD19, CD20, CD22, 

CD79a and PAX5, but may lack some of them. The presence of EBV in most of the cells should 

lead to a diagnosis of EBV-positive DLBCL, not otherwise specified. 

 

Clinically, DLBCL patients present with a rapidly growing tumor mass involving single or 

multiple lymph nodes with up to 40% of the cases being at least initially confined to 

extranodal sites. Therefore, almost half of the patients have stage I or II disease. Virtually 

any extranodal location can be the primary site, being the gastrointestinal tract the most 

common. Other frequent sites include bone, testis, spleen, Waldeyer ring, salivary gland, 

thyroid, kidney, and adrenal gland. Besides, BM involvement may occur in 10-20% of the 

patients. 

 

Prognosis of DLBCL depends on the age of the patient, having much better outcome DLBCL 

of the pediatric population (Reiter and Klapper, 2008). This might be partially explained by 

the fact that different therapeutic strategies are followed depending on the age of the 

patient, with a stablished cut-off arbitrarily settled at the age of 18 years old. Adult patients 

(>18 years old) are treated with R-CHOP (rituximab with cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, 

vincristine, and prednisone) achieving an OS around 60-65%, (Swerdlow et al., 2017; Karube 

et al., 2018) whereas pediatric patients have better prognosis according to previously 

mentioned protocols of pediatric NHL study groups (LMB/BFM/Inter-B-NHL protocols; PFS 

higher than 90%) (Patte et al., 2001; Woessmann et al., 2005; Minard-Colin et al., 2020). 

 

6.2. Cell-of-origin: subtype classification 

 

DLBCL can be classified into two major molecular subgroups defined by gene expression 

patterns that reflect the cell-of-origin (COO) at different stages of the GC differentiation: the 

GCB-DLBCL, derived from GC LZ B-cells, and the activated B cell like DLBCL (ABC-DLBCL), 
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derived from later stage of GC differentiation when B cells are committed to plasmablastic 

differentiation (Alizadeh et al., 2000; Rosenwald et al., 2002). Nonetheless, a third group of 

unclassified cases remained. Relative frequencies of GCB and ABC subtypes are typically 60 

and 40% of the cases respectively, but it can vary based in the age of the patient population. 

These two major molecular subgroups predict survival, having GCB-DLBCL a significantly 

better prognosis than those with ABC-DLBCL after standard protocols with or without 

rituximab (Rosenwald et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2015). Additionally, these subgroups are not 

only clinically and phenotypically different but are also associated with different genetic 

profiles indicating different oncogenic mechanisms (see next section). 

 

The original methodology used to define these COO subgroups was based on gene 

expression microarrays on RNA derived from frozen tissue. Subsequently, different IHC 

algorithms have been stablished in an attempt to determine COO in standard practice using 

commonly available FFPE slides such as the Hans algorithm (Figure 14) (Hans et al., 2004; 

Meyer et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 14. Hans algorithm based on three IHC markers: CD10, BCL6 and MUM1. 

 

In 2014, the Lymphoma/Leukemia Molecular Profiling Project demonstrated the feasibility 

of the quantitative gene expression Lymph2Cx assay for the COO classification applicable to 

FFPE samples, a digital gene expression NanoString-based test that interrogates only 20 

genes (Figure 15) (Scott et al., 2014).  
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Figure 15. Lymph2Cx gene expression assay. The 20 genes that contribute to the model are shown 

at the left, with the top 8 genes being overexpressed in ABC, the middle 5 genes being housekeeping 

genes, and the lower 7 genes being overexpressed in GCB. COO assignments are shown for the assay, 

and the IHC-based Hans algorithm. Figure modified from (Scott et al., 2014). 

 

6.3. Frequent rearrangements in DLBCL 

 

DLBCL is characterized by recurrent rearrangements involving BCL6, BCL2 and MYC genes 

(Figure 16).  

 

Rearrangements in the 3q27 locus involving BCL6 gene are found in 30% of the DLBCL cases, 

more frequently in the ABC subtype. These events mostly juxtaposed BCL6 gene to 14q32 

loci involving IGH genes (Offit et al., 1994). Even that, BCL6 is a promiscuous gene and it is 

found to be rearranged with many other potential partner loci, which leads to the BCL6 

deregulation by the promoter substitution mechanism (Ye et al., 1995). These 

rearrangements will prevent physiological BCL6 downregulation, required for B cells 

terminal differentiation. 
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Figure 16. Circos plots of recurrent structural variants involving BCL2, BCL6 and MYC genes in DLBCL. 

Thickness of partner linking lines indicates frequency (numbers indicate frequency > 1). Modified 

Figure from (Chapuy et al., 2018). 

 

The BCL2 rearrangements, t(14;18)(q21;q32)/IGH-BCL2, are observed in 20–30% of DLBCL 

cases, more commonly in the GCB subtype, where accounts 40% of the GCB-DLBCL cases. 

These BCL2 rearrangements lead to BCL2 protein expression. Nevertheless, BCL2 expression 

does not necessary correlate with BCL2 translocation since other mechanisms such as BCL2 

amplification may occur in DLBCL (Kramer et al., 1998). 

 

Translocations involving MYC at 8q24 also occur in 8-14% of DLBCL cases, evenly distributed 

between ABC- and GCB-DLBCL subtypes (Barrans et al., 2010). These MYC rearrangements 

are often associated with high-grade morphological features and a complex karyotype. MYC 

locus can be juxtaposed with IGH, IGK, IGL or non-IG loci such as PAX5, BCL6, BCL11A, IKZF1 

and BTG1 genes. Cases with MYC rearrangements that also show a BCL2 and/or BCL6 

translocation belong to the previous mentioned category of HGBCL-DH/TH. 

 

Other less common translocations in DLBCL include PDCD1LG1/2 (5%), TBLXR1 (4%), TP63 

(3%), CIITA (3%), and ETV6 (2%) locus (Scott et al., 2012; Twa et al., 2015; Chapuy et al., 

2018). 
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6.4. DLBCL molecular landscape and pathogenesis 

 

Consistent with its clinical and phenotypical heterogeneity, DLBCL displays a complex 

genomic profile that includes a wide spectrum of alterations including CN alterations, 

mutations and structural variants, in addition to primary rearrangements. Since DLBCL is 

more frequent in adult population and most of the molecular studies did not consider the 

age of the patients, the biological features that will be explained in this section are 

representative of the adult variants. 

 

CN studies described a genomic profile characterized by high levels of genomic complexity 

with 15-21 CN alterations per case (Scholtysik et al., 2015; Sebastián et al., 2016; Karube et 

al., 2018). The CN landscape includes recurrent gains in 1q, 2p16.1, 6p, 12q15, 18q21.3 and 

deletions in 1p36.32, 6q, 8p23.3, 15q21-q22, 17p13.1 (Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 17. CN landscape of 119 DLBCL. A) Frequency of CNA analyzed by Cytoscan assay. Each probe 

is aligned from chromosome 1 to 22 and p to q. The vertical axis indicates frequency of the genomic 

aberration among the analyzed cases. B) Significant patterns of CNAs between DLBCL subtypes are 

depicted: ABC (light blue boxes) and GCB (orange boxes). The X-axis shows P-value among these two 

groups and significant threshold is marked with a green line. Figure from (Karube et al., 2018). 
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DLBCL is also characterized by a high tumor mutational burden accounting 50-100 coding 

mutations per case (Pasqualucci and Dalla-Favera, 2015; Chalmers et al., 2017). Around 150 

driver genes have been found to be mutated in DLBCL, with a median of 17 drivers per case 

(Reddy et al., 2017; Chapuy et al., 2018). These somatic mutations are caused by multiple 

mutational processes, each of which generates a specific mutational signature characterized 

with a unique pattern of mutation types combinations (Alexandrov et al., 2020). This way, 

mutational signature analysis revealed that somatic mutations in DLBCL may be explained 

by different mutational processes that include spontaneous deamination of cytosines and 

consequent switch to thymine (C>T) that is associated to with aging, action of APOBEC 

enzymes and defects on mismatch or homologous recombination DNA repair (Arthur et al., 

2018; Alexandrov et al., 2020; Hübschmann et al., 2021). Additionally, two other mutational 

signatures related with AID have been identified: one signature, called canonical AID (cAID), 

characterized by C>T/G mutations at AID hotspots associated with the SHM patterns. The 

other, called AID2, characterized by A>T/C/G mutations associated with error-prone DNA 

polymerase eta subsequent to the cytosine deamination produced by the AID machinery 

(Alexandrov et al., 2013; Chapuy et al., 2018). Interestingly, these mutational processes 

contribute differently depending on the particular gene (Chapuy et al., 2018; Hübschmann 

et al., 2021). 

 

All these alterations affect different biological programs including those specific to B-cell 

lymphomas (e.g. B-cell differentiation and BCR-signaling), as well as those commonly 

affected in most of cancers (e.g. cell proliferation and apoptosis). Some of these alterations 

are shared by both COO subtypes reflecting general mechanisms of DLBCL pathogenesis, 

whereas others are specific of a COO subtype (see next sections) (Bea et al., 2005; Basso 

and Dalla-Favera, 2015; Pasqualucci and Dalla-Favera, 2018). 
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6.4.1 General oncogenic programs in DLBCL 

 

Nearly 85% of all DLBCL display alterations affecting epigenetic remodeling biological 

program which include genes encoding for histone or chromatin modifiers (Lohr et al., 2012; 

Reddy et al., 2017). The most frequently mutated genes are the methyltransferase KMT2D 

(Morin et al., 2011), the acetyltransferases CREBBP and EP300 (Pasqualucci, Dominguez-

Sola, et al., 2011), and linker histones ARID1A and TET2. Although these alterations are 

shared by both COO subtypes, GCB-DLBCL have preference in acetyltransferases alterations 

and have specific mutations affecting EZH2 gene, a polycomb-group methyltransferase 

oncogene (Morin et al., 2010). 

 

BCL6, the master regulator of the GC reaction, is also a commonly exploited oncogenic in 

DLBCL (Figure 18). In addition to chromosomal rearrangements, up to 75% of DLBCL display 

multiple somatic mutations affecting the 5’ regulatory sequences of the BCL6 gene, as a 

physiological SHM mechanisms. Nevertheless, some of these mutations have been 

specifically recognized in lymphomas, mainly GCB-DLBCL, targeting BCL6 or IRF4 DNA 

binding motifs which will prevent BCL6 repression by negative auto-regulatory loop or by 

IRF4-mediated repression (Pasqualucci et al., 2003; Saito et al., 2007). Other indirect genetic 

alterations that contribute to prevent physiological BCL6 downregulation are the previously 

mentioned CREBBP and EP300 inactivating mutations (Ying et al., 2013), gain-of-function 

mutations of the positive BCL6-regulator MEF2B, and inactivating mutations of FBXO11 

which targets BCL6 for proteasomal degradation (Duan et al., 2012). Altogether, these BCL6 

alterations lead to an aberrant BCL6 expression that promotes GC formation and disrupt 

plasma cell differentiation (Cattoretti et al., 2005). 
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Figure 18. Different mechanisms of BCL6 disruption in DLBCL. Figure from (Miao et al., 2019). 

 
Another oncogenic mechanism commonly exploited by DLBCL is the evasion from immune 

surveillance. This is achieved by multiple mechanisms that reduce expression of the Major 

Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) class-I and class-II, which are necessary for cytotoxic T-

cell recognition. Genetic mechanisms include the inactivation of MHC-I/II components or 

regulator genes including B2M, HLA, CD58 and CIITA by different alterations (Challa-Malladi 

et al., 2011; Chapuy et al., 2018). Finally, TP53 pathway is also altered in both ABC and GCB 

subtypes of DLBCL by recurrent 17p/TP53 deletions and/or TP53 inactivating mutations 

(Karube et al., 2018). 

 

6.4.2 GCB-DLBCL specific oncogenic alterations 

 

In addition to t(14;18)/BCL2 and t(8;14)/MYC translocations, present in 40% and 10% of the 

cases, GCB-DLBCL subtype is characterized by EZH2 gain-of-function mutations in 20% of the 

cases (Figure 19). These EZH2 mutations are located within the catalytic SET domain leading 

to an increasing methyltransferase activity, which has been involved in transcriptional 

repression of anti-proliferation CDKN family genes and terminal differentiation-related 

genes such as PRDM1 and IRF4 (Morin et al., 2010; Béguelin et al., 2013).  
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As in BL, the Gα13 signaling pathway involved in modulating GC B-cell migration, is also 

frequently disrupted (30% GCB-DLBCL) by mutations affecting S1PR2, GNA13, ARHGEF1 and 

P2RY8 genes (Figure 19) (Muppidi et al., 2014). Another characteristic pathway deregulated 

in GCB-DLBCL, similar to BL, is the PI3K signaling pathway, which is altered by 10q23.3 

deletions including PTEN gene as well as amplifications of 13q targeting mir-17-19 cluster 

(Lenz, Wright, et al., 2008). 

 

Finally, 1p36.32 deletions and inactivating mutations of TNFRSF14, an immunomodulator 

receptor, are observed in 40% of the cases. Loss of TNFRSF14 is thought to induce a tumor-

supportive microenvironment characterized by exacerbated lymphoid stroma and increased 

T follicular helper cells recruitment (Steinberg, Cheung and Ware, 2011). 

 

 
Figure 19. Schematic representation of the pathways affected during lymphomagenesis in GCB-

DLBCL. The different colors that are used in the figure indicate molecules that belong to a specific 

pathway and/or lead to a specific outcome. Figure from (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015). 
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6.4.3. ABC-DLBCL specific oncogenic alterations 

 

On the other hand, the ABC-DLBCL subtype is characterized by a subset of genetic alterations 

converging in the NF-kB pathway activation, which is crucial for its survival (Davis et al., 2001; 

Compagno et al., 2009) (Figure 20). Among these alterations, gain-of-function mutations 

targeting CD79A/B (20% of the cases), which are components of the BCR complex, contribute 

to the constitutive BCR signaling (Davis et al., 2010). MYD88 gene, encoding an adaptor 

molecule critical for the toll-like receptor and IL1R-mediated NF-kB signaling, is also 

frequently mutated (around 30% of the cases) by an activating hot spot L265P substitution 

resulting in downstream activation of NF-kB and JAK-STAT pathways (Karube et al., 2018). 

Activating mutations of CARD11, present in a 10% of the cases, have been described to 

activate NF-kB signaling independently of upstream signals (Lenz, Davis, et al., 2008). Finally, 

the TNFAIP3 gene, encoding the NF-kB inhibitor A20, is inactivated by 6q deletions and/or 

mutations in 30% of the cases, thus preventing termination of NF-kB responses (Compagno 

et al., 2009). 

 

In addition to the constitutive activation of NF-kB, ABC-DLBCL are also characterized by the 

blockage of the B-cell differentiation to plasma cell. This occur due to the biallelic 

inactivation of PRDM1 gene, which encodes BLIMP1, by 6q deletions and mutations in 25% 

of the cases (Pasqualucci et al., 2006). Other indirect mechanisms of PRDM1 inactivation 

includes previously mentioned BCL6 rearrangements, present in 25% of the cases, and 19q 

gains/amplifications targeting SPIB, a transcription factor that also repressed PRDM1, 

observed in 27% of the cases (Pasqualucci, 2019). 

 

Additional frequent alterations restricted to ABC-DLBCL are 18q21 amplifications targeting 

BCL2 and homozygous deletions of 9p21 including CDKN2A/B loci. 
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Figure 20. Schematic representation of the pathways affected during lymphomagenesis in ABC-

DLBCL. The different colors that are used in the figure indicate molecules that belong to a specific 

pathway and/or lead to a specific outcome. Figure from (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015). 

 

6.4.4 Genetic DLBCL subclassification 

 

Genetic classification of DLBCL represent a major step in understanding this heterogeneous 

disease. Recently, different multiplatform studies proposed a new framework for DLBCL 

subclassification based on their genetic alterations integrating mutations, copy number and 

structural variants (Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2020). By 

implementing different algorithms, these studies have led independently to the 

identification of at least five genetic subtypes characterized by specific concurrent genetic 

alterations (Figure 21). Interestingly, each subtype has unique clinical outcome. In the ABC 

subgroup, patients with the MCD/C5 subtype have a poorer prognosis, whereas in GCB 

subgroup, patients with the EZB/C3 subtype have poorer outcomes. Additional studies 

would be necessary to confirm these results and to possibly integrate them in a common 

classification picture. Once more, as it was previously mentioned, since these studies did not 

consider the age of the patients, results might not be representative of the pediatric 

population. 
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Figure 21. Summary of the relationship between DLBCL COO subgroups and the genetic subtypes 

from Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2018 and Wright et al., 2020 studies. Most significant genetic 

alterations defining the genetic subgroups are indicated at the right boxes. Figure modified from 

(Wright et al., 2020) 

 

6.5. DLBCL in pediatric patients 

 

DLBCL in the pediatric population have better outcome in comparison with adults, as it was 

previously mentioned. Although these differences might be in part the result of treatment 

protocol differences or unknown host factors, evidence suggest also biological differences 

from their adult counterparts. For instance, pediatric DLBCL are more from the GCB subtype 

(80%), which have been described to have better prognosis (Oschlies et al., 2006; Miles et 

al., 2008; Klapper et al., 2012; Szczepanowski et al., 2017). Only a few genetic studies of 

pediatric DLBCL have been performed identifying low levels of genetic complexity 

characterized by low number of CN alterations and lack of primary aberrations including 

BCL2 and BCL6 rearrangements in comparison to adults (Oschlies et al., 2006; Klapper et al., 

2012). Interestingly, these analysis in pediatric populations identified a subset of cases with 

IRF4 rearrangement recently recognized as a different entity termed LBCL-IRF4 (see section 

8) (Salaverria et al., 2011; Klapper et al., 2012). 
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In terms of mutational status, some NGS studies include isolated pediatric and young adult 

cases but again, it is difficult to dissect the mutational landscape of the pediatric cases and 

no studies focused specifically in the pediatric disease had been performed at the moment 

when the present series was initiated. 

 

Overall, it seems that DLBCL in children are more homogeneous and biologically different 

from adults. Even that, more analysis specific of that range of age need to be done to clarify 

whether they might be a separate entity different from adult DLBCL.  

 

6.6. Predictive prognostic variables 

 

The International Prognostic Index (IPI), is the main clinical tool used for outcome prediction 

in patients with DLBCL (International Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma Prognostic Factors Project, 

1993). It assigns 1 point to each of the five negative clinical variables with prognostic factor 

(Table 5) and categorizes patients into 4 risk groups based on the total score: low risk (0-1), 

low-intermediate risk (2), high-intermediate risk (3) , and high risk (4-5). Since this score was 

developed in the pre-rituximab era, it has lost some of its stratification power. Therefore, 

new scores have been developed such as the revised IPI (R-IPI) or the National 

Comprehensive Cancer Network IPI (NCCN-IPI) (Ruppert et al., 2020). 

 

Table 5. The International Prognostic Index 

 

LDH: serum lactate dehydrogenase; ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group. 

 

Risk Factor 0 Point 1 Point

Age ≤ 60 years > 60 years

Ann Arbor stage I or II III or IV

Serum LDH level Normal Above normal

Number of extranodal sites ≤ 1 > 1

ECOG performance status 0-1 ≥ 2
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The IPI score is not used in childhood NHL since different staging method is applied for 

pediatric patients and because the performance status index does not reflect quality-of-life 

deterioration. Staging methods currently applied for pediatric patients include the St Jude 

childhood and adolescent NHL staging system (Murphy, 1980) or the revised international 

pediatric NHL staging system (IPNHLSS) (Rosolen et al., 2015) which incorporated new 

histologic entities, extranodal dissemination, improved diagnostic methods, and advanced 

imaging technology. 

  

As it was previously explained, another important predictive factor is the COO subtype, 

having the ABC subtype worse prognosis than the GCB subtype (Rosenwald et al., 2002; Scott 

et al., 2014). 

 

In addition to these clinical prognostic factors included in the clinical IPI and the COO, several 

studies have identified additional molecular biomarkers for prognosis including dual 

expression of MYC and BCL2 (Green et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2012; Valera et al., 2013), 

MYC rearrangements (Savage et al., 2009; Copie-Bergman et al., 2015), TP53 deletions 

and/or mutations (Young et al., 2008; Xu-Monette et al., 2012), deletions of CDKN2A locus 

on chromosome 9p21 (Jardin et al., 2010), and FOXO1 mutations (Trinh et al., 2013). 

However, all these biomarkers have been established almost exclusively for lymphomas in 

adults, so the significance in pediatric cases has not been yet verified. 

 

7. Primary mediastinal B-cell lymphoma 

 

PMBCL is a mature aggressive lymphoma derived from thymic B cells that arises in the 

mediastinum. It is a rare disease that accounts for about 2-3% of NHL that predominantly 

occurs in adolescents and young female adults (median age around 35 years). Although it 

was previously considered a subtype od DLBCL, it is now recognized as a distinct entity based 

on its morphological, clinical and biological differences from DLBCL, closely related to 

nodular sclerosing Hodgkin lymphoma (Swerdlow et al., 2017). 
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7.1. Morphological and clinical aspects of PMBCL 

 

PMBCL displays a diffuse growth pattern of medium size to large cells with abundant pale 

cytoplasm and relatively round or ovoid nuclei. In some cases, cells may have pleomorphic 

and/or multilobate nuclei resembling Reed-Sternberg cells, which are suspicious of Hodgkin 

lymphoma (Traverse-Glehen et al., 2005). Immunophenotypically, PMBCL expresses B-cell-

related antigens such as CD19, CD20, CD22 and CD79a. They are also characterized by CD30 

and IRF4 expression whereas they are mainly EBV negative (Barth et al., 2002).  

 

Clinically, almost all PMBCL present with a localized anterior superior mediastinal mass in 

the thymic area that might reach adjacent structures such as the lungs, pleura and 

pericardium (Barth et al., 2002). Dissemination to distant extranodal sites is not common 

and BM involvement is usually absent (Cazals-Hatem et al., 1996). PMBCL have better 

survival rate than DLBCL subtypes when treated both pediatric and adults patients with 

intensive chemotherapy including rituximab (DA-EPOCH-R) with or without radiotherapy 

(>90% 3-year OS) (Dunleavy, Pittaluga, Maeda, et al., 2013). On the other hand, previously 

mentioned pediatric protocols (LMB/BFM protocols without Rituximab) have a limited 

efficacy in the treatment of children with PMBCL (Seidemann et al., 2003; Gerrard et al., 

2013). 

 

7.2. PMBCL genomic landscape and pathogenesis 

 

PMBCL virtually lacks MYC, BCL2 or BCL6 rearrangements (Tsang et al., 1996; Scarpa et al., 

1999). On the other hand, PMBCL is characterized by recurrent 16p13.13/CIITA 

rearrangements and mutations (53% of the cases), resulting in reduced MHC class II 

expression (Mottok et al., 2015). These CIITA rearrangements have been described to occur 

with 9p24.1 locus targeting PDL1/2 (also called PDCD1LG1/2) genes (Twa et al., 2014). In 

addition to these 9p24.1 rearrangements, gains and amplifications of the same locus 
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including JAK2, PDL1 and PDL2 genes have been identified in up to 75% of the cases leading 

to a PDL1/PDL2 overexpression (Bentz et al., 2001; Wessendorf et al., 2007).  

 

PMBCL is also characterized by recurrent alterations leading to a JAK-STAT and NF-kB 

pathway activation (Figure 22) (Steidl and Gascoyne, 2011). In addition to 9p24.1/JAK2 

amplifications, losses or inactivating mutations of negative regulators SOCS1 (Melzner et al., 

2005) and PTPN1 (Gunawardana et al., 2014) and activating mutations of STAT6 (Ritz et al., 

2009)  and IL4R (Vigano et al., 2018) have been reported to result in JAK-STAT constitutive 

pathway activation. Gains/amplifications of 2p16.1 including REL gene have been described 

to lead to nuclear accumulation (Joos et al., 1996; Weniger et al., 2007). Besides, deleterious 

mutations of negative regulator TNFAIP3 have been described to activate NF-kB pathway 

(Schmitz et al., 2009).  
 

 

Figure 22. Schematic representation of the pathways affected during lymphomagenesis in PMBCL. 

The main activation cascades of JAK-STAT and NF-κB signaling are shown leading to altered 

transcriptional regulation. Known gene alterations in the pathway are highlighted in color. Figure 

from (Dunleavy, 2017). 
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7.3. Gene expression profile analysis 

 

PMBCL has a gene expression profile different from other DLBCL subtypes. Contrary, PMBCL 

profile  have  similarities with Hodgkin lymphoma, with whom shares the expression of genes 

that are inducible by interferon/JAK-STAT pathway and targets of the NF-kB pathway 

(Rosenwald et al., 2003; Savage et al., 2003). 

 

Thanks to these gene expression profile analyses uncommon PMBCL cases at non-

mediastinal sites, and without evidence of mediastinal disease, have been identified (Yuan 

et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2019). The problem with these cases is that they are mainly miss in 

routine practice. Fortunately, in 2018, it was published a robust and accurate 58-gene 

expression assay called Lymph3Cx (NanoString, Inc) able to distinguish between PMBCL and 

the two DLBCL subtypes using FFPE samples, with potential to be used as a routine clinical 

test (Mottok et al., 2018).  

 

8. Large B-cell lymphoma with IRF4 translocation 

 

LBCL-IRF4 is another provisional entity in the 2017 revised version of the WHO classification 

of lymphoid neoplasms (Swerdlow et al., 2017). It englobes a subset of large B-cell 

lymphomas from the GC characterized by strong MUM1/IRF4 expression mostly along with 

IRF4 translocations (Salaverria et al., 2011; Chisholm et al., 2019). 

 

This entity was initially identified by the screening of novel IGH translocation partners in 

pediatric and adult mature B-cell lymphoma in which they identified a novel recurrent 

chromosomal translocation involving the IRF4 oncogene associated with young age and a 

favorable outcome (Salaverria et al., 2011; Klapper et al., 2012). Although, they have been 

mainly described in pediatric and young adult patients, occasional cases in old patients have 

also been reported (Salaverria et al., 2011; Chonabayashi et al., 2014; Büyüktaş et al., 2020). 
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8.1. Morphological and clinical aspects of LBCL-IRF4 

 

Morphologically, LBCL-IRF4 cases may have a follicular, follicular and diffuse, or pure diffuse 

growth pattern resembling FL grade 3B or DLBCL (Salaverria et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2013). 

Immunophenotypically, they display strong IRF4/MUM1 expression usually along with BCL6, 

negative PRDM1/BLIMP1 expression and a high proliferative index (Ki67; >80% of the cells). 

BCL2 and CD10 are also expressed in more than half of the cases. Despite showing a strong 

IRF4/MUM1 expression, which is a marker of the ABC-DLBCL (Alizadeh et al., 2000), they are 

mostly GCB-DLBCL (Salaverria et al., 2011). 

 

Clinically, these lymphomas occur as localized disease or low stage, typically in Waldeyer’s 

ring and/or cervical lymph nodes. In terms of survival, an excellent outcome after treated 

with pediatric NHL intensive chemotherapy protocols (100% 2-y EFS) have been observed 

(Salaverria et al., 2011; Chisholm et al., 2019). 

 

8.2. LBCL-IRF4 genomic landscape and pathogenesis 

 

LBCL-IRF4 is characterized by t(6;14) rearrangements, which juxtapose the IRF4 gene to the 

IGH locus in the der(14)t(6;14) in the same transcriptional direction which leads to an 

overexpression of the IRF4 translocated allele. Even that, IRF4 rearrangements can also 

involve light-chain IG genes (IGK and IGL) (Salaverria et al., 2011). Some cases have been 

described to present concomitant BCL6 rearrangements, but they uniformly lack BCL2 

translocations. Cases without a demonstrable IRF4 rearrangement but with strong 

IRF4/MUM1 expression are also included in the LBCL-IRF4 category (Swerdlow et al., 2017). 

Similar IRF4 rearrangements were previously identified in a small fraction of plasma cell 

myeloma cases (Yoshida et al., 1999) but rarely in adult DLBCL (Hunt, Hall and Reichard, 

2010; Klapper et al., 2012). 
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The IRF4 gene is transcriptional factor that shows a biphasic expression pattern in B cells, 

since it is expressed in immature B cells in BM, and again in a subset of centrocytes of the 

GC-LZ. In the GC, IRF4 has important roles in mediating the B-cell plasma cell differentiation 

by inhibiting BCL6, the master regulator of the GC reaction (Shukla and Lu, 2014; De Silva 

and Klein, 2015). Co-expression of both IRF4 and BCL6 genes in these cases suggests as 

disruption of this regulatory loop by BCL6 rearrangements and/or mutations in BCL6 

autoregulatory regions (Salaverria et al., 2011). 

 

One study analyzed the genetic landscape of 23 cases by CN arrays. All except one case 

carried chromosomal imbalances (mean of 6 CN/case), most frequently gains of Xq28, 

11q22.3‐qter, and 7q32.1‐qter and losses of 6q13‐q16.1, 15q14‐q22., and 17p (Figure 23). 

Interestingly, TP53 mutations were also detected in three out of six cases with concomitant 

17p losses (Salaverria et al., 2013). 

 

 

Figure 23. Copy number profiles of 23 LBCL-IRF4. On the x‐axis, the chromosomes are represented 

horizontally from 1 to x. On the y‐axis, the percentage of cases showing copy number alterations. 

Gains are represented in green, whereas losses are represented in red. Candidate genes in regions of 

gain are displayed in green and in regions of loss in red. Figure from (Salaverria et al., 2013). 

 

 

8.3. LBCL-IRF4 differential diagnosis 

 

As it has been mentioned, LBCL-IRF4 presents a wide range of morphology between diffuse 

and follicular which makes its differential diagnosis with DLBCL and PTFL challenging. The 
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clarification of the biological nature of this uncommon subtype of lymphoma is clinically 

relevant since different therapeutic strategies are being applied between DLBCL and PTFL 

(see section 3.2). Therefore, more molecular studies should be performed on larger series 

of LBCL-IRF4. 

 

9. Pediatric type follicular lymphoma 

 

PTFL is an indolent lymphoma occurring predominantly in males of the pediatric and young 

adult population, which has been recognized by the WHO as a separate entity from its adult 

counterpart due to its clinical, morphological, immunophenotypic and genetical differences 

with adult conventional FL (Oschlies et al., 2010; Swerdlow et al., 2017). This new FL variant, 

in contrast to conventional FL, is characterized by lack of the t(14;18) rearrangement and 

weak or negative BCL2 expression. 

 

It is a rare disease that mainly affects male children (median age of 14 years old), accounting 

less than 2% of all NHL of the pediatric population (Woessmann and Quintanilla-Martinez, 

2019). Even that, some cases have been observed in young adults and adults patients; 

therefore, the name “pediatric type” (Louissaint et al., 2012). 

 

9.1. Morphological and clinical aspects of PTFL 

 

Morphologically, neoplastic cells displayed a follicular growth pattern that efface partially or 

totally the lymph node architecture. These atypical follicles are characterized by a high-grade 

cytology with medium sized to large blastoid cells (Liu et al., 2013). Immunophenotypically, 

neoplastic cells express pan-B-cell markers as CD20, CD79a and PAX5 in addition to CD10 

and BCL6, that are also strongly expressed. BCL2 is usually absent but it can be weakly 

expressed in 20% of the cases (Lorsbach et al., 2002; Quintanilla-Martinez et al., 2016). 
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Moreover, they also present a moderate to high proliferation rate (ki67; >30% of cells) 

(Louissaint et al., 2012). 

 

Clinically, these lymphomas present typically as isolated adenopathy or low stage disease in 

the head and neck region with an excellent outcome (>95% survival rates) after complete 

resection and/or limited chemotherapy (Louissaint et al., 2012; Attarbaschi et al., 2013). 

 

9.2. PTFL molecular landscape and pathogenesis 

 

The main feature that differentiate the pediatric type from conventional FL is the lack of 

t(14;18) rearrangements involving BCL2 oncogene, which is present in 80% of the 

conventional FL (Swerdlow et al., 2017). Additionally, these lymphomas also lack other 

rearrangements involving BCL6 and IRF4 genes. 

In 2016 three different molecular studies elucidated the molecular landscape of the PTFL 

(Louissaint et al., 2016; Ozawa et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2016). Overall, PTFL is 

characterized by a low genomic complex profile (mean, 0.23-0.77 CN/case) and a mutational 

profile that differs from the conventional FL. 

 

PTFL mutational landscape is characterized by TNFRSF14 mutations (incidence from 29 to 

51%) (Louissaint et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2016), which is also frequently mutated in 

conventional BCL2 rearranged FL (Okosun et al., 2014; Green et al., 2015). Mutations of that 

gene have been described to abrogate the interaction between TNFRSF14 and BTLA 

receptors (B and T lymphocyte attenuator) disrupting an important tumor suppressor axis 

that leads to B-cell receptor activation (Boice et al., 2016). Biallelic inactivation of TNFRS14 

by recurrent mutations associated to CNN‐LOH or losses of the 1p36 region (12-54% of the 

cases) indicates a powerful selection against the TNFRSF14 gene during PTFL development 

(Schmidt et al., 2016). Activating mutations in the negative regulatory region (exon 2) and 

the catalytic core domain (exon 3) of MAP2K1 are also present in 43% of cases (Louissaint et 
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al., 2016). Additionally, IRF8 mutations at the hotspot p.K66R have been identified in 50 % 

of the cases (Ozawa et al., 2016).  

 

9.3. Differences between adult FL 

 

As it has been previously mentioned, PTFL is considered a separately entity to its clear 

differences with conventional FL from the adults (Araf and Fitzgibbon, 2016; Swerdlow et 

al., 2017) (Figure 24). 

 

 

Figure 24. Features of PTFL and typical adult-type FL. CNA, copy number alterations; F, female; M, 

male. Figure from (Araf and Fitzgibbon, 2016). 

 

In comparison with adult conventional FL, PTFL have less genetic alterations and virtually 

lack mutations of histone and chromatin-modifying genes (CREBBP, KMT2D, EZH2, MEF2B 

and EP300) typical of FL (Louissaint et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2016). The same occur when 

compared with adult FL without BCL2 rearrangements, which display similar alterations with 

typical FL with BCL2 rearrangements (Schmidt et al., 2016; Nann et al., 2020). Besides, 

MAP2K1 mutations seem to be specific of PTFL since were not present in adult FL with or 

without BCL2 rearrangements (Nann et al., 2020). 
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Conventional FL is also considered an indolent disease, but contrary to PTFL, is incurable, 

characterized by recurrent relapses over time (Swerdlow et al., 2017). Survival rates in adult 

FL are similar to PTFL (>90% 5-yeat OS) with a median survival of more than 12 years after 

treated with conventional immunochemotherapy (Batlevi et al., 2020). 

 

Since some PTFL occur in young adult and adult patients, it is important to distinguish PTFL 

from adult typical FL, irrespective of age, in order to appropriately stratify patients to avoid 

potentially unnecessary treatment.
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B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL) of pediatric and young adult population is a diverse 

group of neoplasms predominantly composed of aggressive B-cell lymphomas from the 

germinal center (GC). Molecular characterization of pediatric series has allowed the 

identification of several subtypes that predominantly occur in this subgroup of age. Despite 

of that, genomic features of these pediatric entities and their relationship to other B-NHL in 

this group of patients are not known. It is still widely unclear whether biological differences 

exist between pediatric and adult counterparts since most of biological studies have been 

performed in adult lymphomas. 

 

With the hypothesis that pediatric B-NHL display specific genetic landscapes, different from 

adult counterparts, the global aim of this thesis is the genetic and molecular characterization 

of large series of pediatric and young adult GC-derived B-NHL lymphomas in order to shed 

light to the fuller molecular portrait of pediatric and young adult variants including BLL-11q 

(Study 1), PTFL (Study 2) and large B-cell lymphomas (LBCL) including DLBCL, HGBCL, NOS 

and LBCL-IRF4 (Study 3) entities. 

 

This global aim is in turn divided into the following specific objectives: 

 

1. To gain insights in the molecular pathogenesis of pediatric lymphoma by means of 

an extensively characterization of different pediatric lymphoma subtypes (Study 1, 

2 and 3). 

2. To improve the differential diagnosis between close pediatric lymphoma entities 

and identify new targets for novel therapies (Study 1, 2 and 3). 

3. To identify age-related biological differences through the systematic comparison of 

the morphological, immunophenotypic and the molecular findings of pediatric and 

young-adult patients with adult cohorts (Study 2 and 3). 

4. To identify molecular alterations with clinical implications to improve stratification 

of the cases into risk groups (Study 3).  
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Study 1:  

Burkitt-like lymphoma with 11q aberration: a germinal center-derived lymphoma 

genetically unrelated to Burkitt lymphoma  

 

Gonzalez-Farre B*, Ramis-Zaldivar JE*, Salmeron-Villalobos J, Balagué O, Celis V, Verdu J, 

Nadeu F, Sábado C, Ferrández A, Garrido M, Garcia-Bragado F, de la Maya MD, Vagace JM, 

Panizo CM, Astigarraga I, Andrés M, Jaffe ES, Campo E, Salaverria I. *Co-first author. 

 

Haematologica 2019 Sep;104(9):1822-1829. 
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Summary 

 

Burkitt-like lymphoma with 11q aberration (BLL-11q) is a provisional entity that represents 

cases which have morphological, phenotypic, and gene expression profiles resembling those 

of Burkitt lymphoma (BL), but lack MYC rearrangements and are characterized by an 11q-

arm aberration. To improve the understanding of this disease, we molecularly characterized 

a series of 11 BLL-11q observing that this disease differed clinically, morphologically and 

immunophenotypically from conventional BL and instead showed features more consistent 

with high grade B-cell lymphoma, not otherwise specified (HGBCL, NOS) or diffuse large B-

cell lymphoma (DLBCL). Most patients had localized nodal disease and a favorable outcome 

after therapy. Histologically, they were HGBCL, NOS (8 cases), DLBCL (2 cases) and only one 

was considered as atypical BL. All cases had a germinal center B-cell signature and phenotype 

with frequent LMO2 expression. Genetic landscape was characterized by recurrent 12q12-

q21.1 gains, 6q12.1-q21 losses and lack of common BL or DLBCL alterations. BLL-11q 

mutational profile also differed from that of BL since all cases lacked the typical BL mutations 

in ID3, TCF3, CCND3 or SMARCA4 genes and had recurrent mutations in BTG2 and ETS1 not 

present in BL. Altogether, these results suggest that Burkitt-like lymphoma with 11q 

aberration is a germinal center-derived lymphoma closer to HGBCL, NOS or DLBCL than to 

BL. 
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Supplementary Figure S1. Diagram of the strategy used for the identification of Burkitt-like 

with 11q aberration in a cohort of A) 60 patients <40 years old and B) 35 patients ≥ 40 years 

old with a morphological diagnosis of Burkitt lymphoma (BL)/atypical BL and high grade B-

cell lymphoma, not otherwise specified (HGBCL, NOS) according to the updated WHO 

Classification 2016. Seven out of nine cases negative for both MYC and 11q alterations with 

material available were tested by MYC/IGH double color double fusion probe, and all 

resulted to be negative for the fusion. Abbreviations: DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; 

DHL, double hit lymphoma; THL, triple hit lymphoma.  
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Supplementary Figure S2. Individual and integrative copy number plots of A) eleven 

Burkitt-like with 11q and B) six MYC-negative 11q-negative lymphoma cases. The vertical 

axis indicates frequency of the genomic aberration among the analyzed cases. Gains are 

depicted in blue, losses are depicted in red, and regions of CNN-LOH are represented in 

yellow. 
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Supplementary Figure S3. Representative 11q aberration by FISH. A) FISH image of a 

representative case (#17) harboring 11q aberration using a custom probe combining CEP11 

(Spectrum Aqua), RP11-414G21 (Spectrum Green) and R11-629A20 (Spectrum Red) bac 

clones. B) Two blue signals are observed per cell corresponding to the two chr11 

centromeres, C) the presence of three green signals per cell indicates 11q gain and (D) the 

presence of only one red is indicative of the 11q terminal loss. 
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Supplementary Figure S4. MYC and ETS1 RNA expression levels in BLL-11q. A) Box plot of 

the percentage of MYC expression analyzed by qPCR in BLL-11q (n=9) vs. MYC-positive BL 

(n=9). B) Box plot of the percentage of ETS1 expression analyzed by qPCR in BLL-11q 

(n=10) vs. MYC-positive BL (n=12). The significance of difference was determined by t-

test and Mann-Whitney test respectively. 
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Supplementary Figure S5. Ideogram of chromosome 11q arm of 11 MYC-negative cases 

harboring 11q aberration by CN array. Gains are represented in blue, red corresponds to 

losses and CNN-LOH are represented in yellow. Two minimal regions of gain (MRGs) and one 

minimal region of loss (MRL) are pointed with blue and red boxes, respectively, and the 

minimal region of amplification (MRA) is indicated with the green box. 
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Supplementary Figure S6. Comparative plot of copy number aberrations between Burkitt-

like lymphoma with 11q aberration (n=11) and A) conventional MYC-positive Burkitt 

Lymphoma (n=35) (Scholtysik et al., 2010), B) GCB-Diffuse Large B-cell lymphoma (n=45) and 

(Karube et al., 2018) C) ABC-Diffuse Large B-cell lymphoma (n=49) (Karube et al., 2018). X-

axis depicts chromosome positions with dotted lines pointing centromeres. Y-axis indicates 

frequency of the genomic aberration among the analyzed cases. Significantly different 

regions of alterations among groups (Fisher test non-adjusted P≤0.01) are labeled with 

corresponding color asterisks. 
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Supplementary Figure S7. A) Comparative plot of copy number aberrations between 

Burkitt-like lymphoma with 11q aberration (n=11) and 6 MYC-negative 11q-negative cases 

B) Mutational overview of 4 MYC-negative 11q negative cases in comparison with BLL with 

11q aberration. The heat map shows the case specific pattern of driver mutations found by 

next generation sequencing. Each column represents a case and each row represents a gene. 

The right bar graph illustrates the mutation frequency of each gene. 
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Supplementary Figure S8. Mean coverage distribution per gene of the 10 BLL-11q cases 

analyzed by target NGS. Y-axis indicates the mean number of reads. The red line depicts the 

mean coverage of all 10 cases. DNA from #2, #4 and #7 BLL-11q cases were extracted from 

frozen tissue. 
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Supplementary Figure S9. NGS analysis pipeline followed to identify potential driver 

mutations in 10 BLL-11q samples. Two different variant callers were used: Somatic Variant 

Caller (Illumina) and Mutect2 (GATK version 4.0.3) and potential driver mutations were 

predicted according to previously published criteria (Karube et al., 2018). SIFT predictor was 

only used for mutations in which a definitive score was not provided by Mutation Assessor. 
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Supplementary Table S5. Summary of copy number findings and FISH pattern constellation 

of the 11q aberration in the current series of BLL-11q. 
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Supplementary Table S8. Mutational patterns across different germinal center derived 

lymphoma subgroups including BL (Richter et al., 2012; Schmitz et al., 2012), DLBCL (Morin 

et al., 2013; Karube et al., 2018), DH/TH (Momose et al., 2015; Evrard et al., 2019), and 

HGBCL, NOS with or without MYC rearrangement (Momose et al., 2015). The BL pattern 

includes mutations in BL-associated genes and the GCB-DLBCL pattern includes mutations 

associated with GCB phenotype according to literature. BLL-11q mutational pattern includes 

genes mutated in more than 2 BLL-11q cases, not included in the other two signatures. 
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Study 2:  

Mutations of MAP2K1 are frequent in pediatric-type follicular lymphoma and result in ERK 

pathway activation. 

 

Schmidt J*, Ramis-Zaldivar JE*, Nadeu F, Gonzalez-Farre B, Navarro A, Egan C, Montes- 

Mojarro IA, Marafioti T, Cabeçadas J, van der Walt J, Dojcinov S, Rosenwald A, Ott G, 

Bonzheim I, Fend F, Campo E, Jaffe ES, Salaverria I, Quintanilla-Martinez L. *Co-first author. 

 

Blood. 2017 Jul 20;130(3):323-327. 
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Summary 

Pediatric-type follicular lymphoma (PTFL) is a distinct B-cell lymphoma entity which displays 

clinical, morphological, immunophenotypic and genetical differences with conventional FL 

from the adults. Recently, recurrent genetic alterations of potential importance for its 

pathogenesis that disrupt pathways associated with the germinal center reaction (IRF8), 

immune escape (TNFRSF14), and anti-apoptosis (MAP2K1) have been described. In an 

attempt to expand the knowledge onto the pathogenesis of PTFL, an integrative analysis of 

these mutations was undertaken in a large cohort of 43 cases previously characterized by 

targeted next-generation sequencing and copy number array. Mutations in MAP2K1 were 

found in 49% of the cases, second in frequency to TNFRSF14 alterations (54%). 

Immunohistochemical analysis of the MAP2K1 downstream target extracellular signal-

regulated kinase demonstrated its phosphorylation in the evaluable cases and revealed a 

good correlation with the allelic frequency of the MAP2K1 mutation. On the other hand, the 

IRF8 p.K66R hot spot mutation was present only in 15% of the cases and was concomitant 

with TNFRSF14 mutations in 4 cases. This hot spot seems to be highly characteristic for PTFL. 

Overall, TNFRSF14 and MAP2K1 mutations are the most frequent genetic alterations found 

in PTFL and occur independently in most cases, suggesting that both mutations might play 

an important role in PTFL lymphomagenesis. 
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Study 3 

Distinct molecular profile of IRF4-rearranged large B-cell lymphoma. 

 

Ramis-Zaldivar JE*, Gonzalez-Farre B*, Balague O, Celis V, Nadeu F, Salmerón-Villalobos J, 

Andrés M, Martin-Guerrero I, Garrido G, Gaafar A, Suñol M, Bárcena C, Garcia-Bragado F, 

Andión M, Azorín D, Astigarraga I, Sagaseta de Ilurdoz M, Sábado C, Gallego S, Verdú-Amorós 

J, Fernandez-Delgado R, Perez V, Tapia G, Mozos A, Torrent M, Solano-Páez P, Rivas- Delgado 

A, Dlouhy I, Clot G, Enjuanes A, Lopez-Guillermo A, Galera P, Oberley M, Maguire A, 
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Summary 

Pediatric large B-cell lymphomas (LBCLs) share morphological and phenotypic features with 

adult types but have better prognosis. The higher frequency of some subtypes such as LBCL 

with IRF4 rearrangement (LBCL-IRF4) in children suggests that some age-related biological 

differences may exist. To characterize the genetic and molecular heterogeneity of these 

tumors, we studied 31 diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLBCLs); 20 LBCL-IRF4 cases; and 12 

cases of high-grade B-cell lymphoma, not otherwise specified (HGBCL, NOS) in patients ≤25 

years using an integrated approach, including targeted gene sequencing, copy number 

arrays, and gene expression profiling. Each subgroup displayed different molecular profiles. 

LBCL-IRF4 had frequent mutations in frequent mutations in IRF4 and NF-kB related genes 

(CARD11 and CD79B), losses of 17p13 without concomitant TP53 mutations, gains of 

chromosome 7 and 11q12.3-q25 and overexpression of downstream target genes of the NF-

kB pathway. On the other hand, DLBCL was predominantly of germinal center B-cell (GCB) 

subtype and carried gene mutations similar to the adult GCB-DLBCL counterpart (e.g., SOCS1 

and KMT2D), gains of 2p16, and losses of 19p13. Finally, a subset of HGBCL, NOS displayed 

recurrent alterations of Burkitt lymphoma-related genes such as MYC, ID3, and DDX3X and 

homozygous deletions of 9p21/CDKN2A, whereas other cases were genetically closer to GCB 

DLBCL. Regarding prognostic aspects, we could identified the prognostic value of several 

clinical and molecular features such as age higher than 18 years old, high LDH levels, ABC-

subtype, high genetic complexity including chromothripsis and TP53 mutations, as seen in 

adult population, in addition to 19p13/TNFSF7/TNFSF9 homozygous deletions and 1q21-

q44/MDM4/MCL1 gains. In conclusion, these findings further unravel the molecular 

heterogeneity of pediatric and young adult LBCL and may help to improve the classification 

of this group of tumors and to provide new parameters for risk stratification. 
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Supplemental Results 

 

DNA and RNA quality analysis according to sample age 

 

Time frame sample collection was from 1993 to 2019. In our series, we observed that the 

FFPE antiquity affected DNA quality according to qPCR values. The FFPE antiquity and the 

DNA quality according to qPCR values did not affect the number of variants or the C>T 

changes rate (Supplemental Figure 2). The antiquity affected the coverage, nevertheless 

83% of the FFPE samples had ≥90% of the regions covered at ≥50x. Regarding RNA when we 

correlated binding density quality score from nSolver software (NanoString inc.) with sample 

antiquity, more ancient samples tend to have less binding density.  

 

Mutational signatures analysis 

 

The relative contribution of mutational signatures previously described in DLBCL (Arthur et 

al., 2018; Chapuy et al., 2018) was investigated for the global cohort of 47 primary LBCL (415 

variants including driver, synonymous and MYC intron1). Three mutational signatures were 

identified, including the canonical activation-induced cytidine deaminase (cAID) (SBS.C1 in 

43% of the variants) and two age related signatures (SBS1 and SBS5 in 10 and 47% 

respectively) with a cosine similarity of 0.92. When the relative contribution of these three 

mutational signatures was investigated for genes with at least 10 mutations, AID signature 

was detected in genes previously known to be targets of aSHM such as SOCS1, IRF4, PIM1, 

SGK1 and MYC (Khodabakhshi et al., 2012) (Supplemental Figure 5, Supplemental Table 9).  

 

RHOA mutational analysis by Sanger sequencing 

 

Due to the presence of GNA13 mutations in 14% and 13% of DLBCL and HGBCL, NOS of our 

series respectively, we hypothesized that another gene of the same pathway as RHOA could 

be also mutated in our series. Mutations of RHOA have been rarely observed in DLBCL (1-
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3%) (Arthur et al., 2018; Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2018) but is highly recurrent in 

BL (Lopez et al., 2019). We then performed Sanger sequencing of RHOA exon 2 and 3 in 16 

cases (9 DLBCL, 5 HGBCL, NOS and 2 DLBCL relapsed samples with DNA available). Only one 

DLBCL case presented a SNV in 5R>W position. 
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Supplemental Figure 1. Next generation sequencing (NGS) analysis pipeline followed to 

identify potential driver mutations in the 55 large B-cell lymphomas analyzed. Two different 

variant callers were used, Somatic Variant Caller (Illumina inc.) and Mutect2 (GATK version 

4.0.3). Potential driver mutations were predicted according to previously published criteria 

(Karube et al., 2018).  
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Supplemental Figure 2. Quality control of NGS data after filtering according to pipeline. A) 

Coverage, B) number of variants and C) C<T proportion were assessed in terms of tissue type 

(FFPE and FT DNA samples) and FFPE DNA antiquity and quality. D) Relative contribution of 

SNV changes of 47 FFPE and 8 frozen DNA samples. FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; 

FT: frozen tissue. 
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Supplemental Figure 3. IRF4 expression at RNA and protein level between morphological 

groups. A) Boxplot representing IRF4 gene expression (number of counts of 

IRF4_NM_002460.1 on Lymph2Cx assay) between LBCL-IRF4 (n=14), DLBCL, NOS (n=25) and 

HGBCL, NOS (n=9). IRF4-R: IRF4 rearrangement; IGH-R: IGH rearrangement; neg: negative; 

pos: positive; TCC: tumor cell content. Immunostaining of MUM1/IRF4 from B-C) D20 and 

D31 which are IRF4-negative IGH-positive LBCL-IRF4 cases, D-E) cases D17 and D15 which 

are IRF4-positive LBCL-IRF4. 
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Supplemental Figure 4. Morphological, immunophenotypical and genetic features of a high 

grade B-cell lymphoma, NOS with MYC rearrangement. (Case D73) A, H&E) showing 

cytological features intermediate between DLBCL and BL and B) FISH with MYC break-apart 

depicting a signal constellation of one colocalization (yellow arrow) and one split signal (red 

and green arrows), and C) ideogram of the copy number, copy number neutral-loss of 

heterozygosity (CNN-LOH) and mutational features of this case. 
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Supplemental Figure 5. Molecular features of current LBCL series according to recurrent 

mutational profiles on Primary mediastinal large B-cell lymphoma (PMBL), Burkitt 

Lymphoma (BL), pediatric type follicular lymphoma (PTFL) and Burkitt like lymphoma with 

11q aberration (BLL-11q). 
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Supplemental Figure 6. Relative contribution of previously described signatures in DLBCL, 

NOS (Arthur et al., 2018; Chapuy et al., 2018) for both all the variants found in 47 primary 

LBCL and per frequently mutated genes (at least 10 mutations). Single nucleotide variants 

including both driver and non-driver predicted mutations, synonymous and MYC-intronic 

mutations were considered for the analysis. 
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Supplemental Figure 7. Mutational profile of 25 pediatric/young-adult DLBCL, NOS 

according to cell of origin (Lymph2Cx and Lymph3Cx) determination. No significant 

differences in terms of mutation frequencies were observed between ABC and GCB 

(Fisher-test; NS). 
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Supplemental Figure 8. Comparison of pediatric/young-adult versus adult DLBCL, NOS 

(Karube et al., 2018). A) Percentage of mutated cases in pediatric/young-adult (upper panel) 

and adult DLBCL, NOS (lower panel) of the most frequently mutated genes interrogated in 

both series (at least 5 cases). Asterisk indicates differentially mutated genes between age 

groups (P <.05). B) Comparative plot of copy number and copy number neutral-loss of 

heterozygosity (CNN-LOH) between 22 pediatric/young-adult DLBCL, NOS and 116 adult 

DLBCL, NOS. Significant different regions are indicated in the plot and the color denotes the 

enriched group (FDR<.1). GCB: germinal center B-cell; ABC: activated B-cell; UC: 

unclassified/intermediate; ND/NE: not done/not evaluable. 
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Supplemental Figure 9. Recurrent mutated pathways (Karube et al., 2018) in 47 LBCL 

primary tumors. Bar-graph shows the total number of mutated cases for each pathway. Each 

color bar indicates morphological subtypes. Asterisks represents significant mutated 

pathway in a morphological subtype. 
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Supplemental Figure 10. A) Detailed representation of mutational landscape by variant 

allele frequency (VAF) B) and CN profiles of three paired cases (primary tumor-relapsed 

samples). In A, multiple mutations on a single gene are represented as the mean of mutation 

VAFs. CN information for each locus is indicated behind each gene. Asterisk denotes that 

some variants of specific gene are not shared between primary tumor and relapse sample. 

Acquired mutations are depicted in green, mutations only observed at diagnosis in red and 

shared mutations in orange. Note that VAF has not been corrected by tumor cell content 

since it was not available for all samples. 
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Supplemental Figure 11. Copy number (CN) analysis. A) Global copy number and B) copy 

number neutral loss of heterozygosity (CNN-LOH) profile of 49 pediatric/young-adult LBCL 

primary tumors excluding the four cases predicted as molecular PMBL. X-axis indicates 

chromosomes from 1 to Y and p to q. The vertical axis indicates frequency of the genomic 

aberration among the analyzed cases. Gains are depicted in blue, losses are depicted in red 

and CNN-LOH are depicted in yellow. Recurrent CN and CNN-LOH regions (>10% of cases) 

are indicated. 
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Supplemental Figure 12. Heatmap of differentially expressed genes in LBCL-IRF4 (n=11) 

versus DLBCL (n=10) based on the nCounter PanCancer Immune Profiling Panel (NanoString 

inc.). Asterisk indicates NF-κB target gene according to http://www.bu.edu/nf-kb/gene-

resources/target-genes/. 

 

 

http://www.bu.edu/nf-kb/gene-resources/target-genes/
http://www.bu.edu/nf-kb/gene-resources/target-genes/
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Supplemental Figure 13. Clinical and molecular parameters associated to worse EFS in the 

46 current series with available follow up. COO: Cell of origin; UNC: 

unclassified/intermediate. 
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Supplemental Table 9. Aberrant somatic hypermutation (aSHM) hallmarks in frequently 

mutated genes# 
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B-NHL in pediatric population is a heterogeneous group of lymphomas that comprises 

different entities, mainly represented by GC-derived aggressive high-grade tumors including 

BL, PMBCL and DLBCL (Sandlund and Martin, 2016). The two first subtypes have been 

extensively studied and are now characterized by well-established genomic profiles (Savage 

et al., 2003; Love et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2012; Schmitz et al., 2012). On the other hand, 

DLBCL of pediatric population is still not well genetically characterized since the majority of 

the molecular studies did not take into account the age of the patients, diluting in that way 

the biology of the pediatric variants (Reddy et al., 2017; Karube et al., 2018). Other less 

frequent but well characterized subgroup of lymphomas is PTFL, which has become a 

separate entity from their adult counterpart due to their clear morphological, 

immunophenotypic, and molecular differences (Louissaint et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2016). 

 

Nevertheless, the knowledge of this group of lymphomas has been recently increased thanks 

to clinicopathologic and genetic studies of mature B-NHL in pediatric and young adult 

population, which have led to the identification of additional tumor subtypes previously 

classified as BL or DLBCL. Those new subtypes have been recognized as provisional entities 

in the recent update of the WHO classification  (Swerdlow et al., 2017). One of these entities 

is BLL-11q that is a HGBCL that was initially considered to have overlapping features with BL 

but without MYC translocations (Salaverria et al., 2014). Secondly, LBCL-IRF4 is also a newly 

defined subgroup of LBCL that constitutively expresses IRF4 due to a translocation of the 

gene (Salaverria et al., 2011; Quintanilla-Martinez et al., 2016; Chisholm et al., 2019; 

Woessmann and Quintanilla-Martinez, 2019). Finally, HGBCL, NOS encompasses a spectrum 

of morphological appearances from blastoid variants to cases with intermediate features 

between BL and DLBCL (Swerdlow et al., 2017). Genomic features of these new subtypes in 

pediatric populations and their relationship to other mature B-NHL in this group of patients 

have not been extensively investigated. This is in part due to the rareness and novelty of 

some of these lymphomas that makes difficult the collection of large series.  
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Unfortunately, overlapping immunophenotypic, morphological and clinical features 

between some of these pediatric entities make the differential diagnosis challenging. For 

that reason, the elucidation of their genetic landscape must be relevant to improve their 

diagnosis and design management strategies more adapted to the particular biological 

behavior of these tumors. 

 

Therefore, this doctoral thesis has aimed to address this gap of knowledge by performing a 

genetic and molecular characterization of large series of pediatric and young adult variants 

of GC-derived B-NHL including the BLL-11q, PTFL and LBCL such as DLBCL, HGBCL, NOS and 

LBCL-IRF4 entities. To achieve this goal, an integrative targeted NGS, CN and transcriptome 

data analysis of these different pediatric and young adult entities has been performed. This 

has been possible thanks to the recent adaptation of molecular analysis to FFPE biopsies, 

along with the consortium efforts to gather these rare samples with the support of Sociedad 

Española de Hematología y Oncología Pediátricas (SEHOP), that accounts all pediatric 

hospital centers throughout Spain, and by stablishing collaborations with reference centers 

in the field of pediatric lymphoma diagnosis. 

 

As it was mentioned, BLL-11q is a provisional entity that represents cases which have 

morphological, phenotypic, and gene expression profiles resembling those of BL, but lack 

MYC rearrangements according to standard detection methods such as FISH, and are 

characterized by an 11q-arm aberration (Salaverria et al., 2014; Swerdlow et al., 2017). In 

order to improve our understanding of BLL-11q, in the Study 1 we aimed to elucidate its 

genomic landscape. Therefore, we searched our files for cases that could be reclassified as 

BLL-11q among 95 tumors previously classified as BL, atypical BL, or HGBCL, NOS. We 

screened for the 11q-arm alterations using CN arrays and/or FISH probes identifying 8 cases 

(8%) with the 11q-arm aberration and negative for MYC rearrangement. As in previous 

studies, all identified cases were younger than 41 years, although occasional cases in adult 

patients have been reported (Klapper et al., 2012; Salaverria et al., 2014; Rymkiewicz et al., 

2018; Wagener et al., 2018; Au-Yeung et al., 2020). When we restricted the analysis to cases 
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under the age of 41-year-old, the incidence increased to a 13% of the cases. The same 

frequency has been reported by the German NHL-BFM group when screening 11q 

alterations in a series of 82 BL and HGBCL, unclassifiable between BL and DLBCL under the 

age of 18 years old (11/82 cases; 13%) (Au-Yeung et al., 2020). In this way, the 8 identified 

BLL-11q cases together with three additional cases received on consultation  with a previous 

suspicious of BLL-11q were investigated for the CN and mutational profiles and compared to 

those genomic aberrations of BL, DLBCL, and HGBCL (Love et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2012; 

Schmitz et al., 2012; Morin et al., 2013; Karube et al., 2018). 

 

Our data from 11 BLL-11q cases showed that, BLL-11q CN profile differed from that of BL 

and DLBCL. BLL-11q lacked the 1q gains seen in MYC-positive BL or gains of 2p16.1 and 7p 

and 1p36.32 losses typical of GCB-DLBCL. Additionally, we identified a mutational profile in 

BLL-11q different from that of MYC-positive BL since all cases lacked the typical BL mutations 

in ID3, TCF3, CCND3 or SMARCA4 genes and had recurrent mutations in BTG2 and ETS1 not 

present in BL (Love et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2012; Schmitz et al., 2012). Even that, few 

genes were found to be commonly mutated in both BL and BLL-11q entities such as GNA13 

or DDX3X. Interestingly, coding mutations in the MYC gene, which is the most frequently 

mutated gene in conventional BL (79%) (Richter et al., 2012; Schmitz et al., 2012), were only 

found in 2 out of 10 cases. Despite of that, these two cases did not show an aSHM pattern 

as typically observed in BL (Lopez et al., 2019). BLL-11q mutational landscape was also 

characterized by the presence of  mutations in epigenetic modifier genes such as EP300, 

CREBBP, KMT2C, EZH2, ARID1A, KMT2D, HIST1H1D and HIST1H2BC, which are common in 

DLBCL, particularly of the GCB subtype (Lunning and Green, 2015; Karube et al., 2018). We 

also compared our results with two recent genetic studies on HGBCL (including DH/TH 

lymphomas) (Momose et al., 2015; Evrard et al., 2019). As in BLL-11q, HGBCL cases also 

presented mutations on histone modifier genes such as KMT2D, CREBBP or EZH2. All these 

observations suggest that BLL-11q is a neoplasm closer to other GC-derived lymphomas 

rather than BL. 
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Whereas our manuscript was under revision, Wagener et al published a mutational study of 

15 BLL-11q analyzed by WES (Wagener et al., 2018). In line with our findings, BLL-11q of the 

Wagener study presented no mutations in ID3 nor TCF3 and carried frequent mutations in 

GCB-DLBCL associated genes such as GNA13, FOXO1 and EZH2. Besides, they also identified 

NFRKB gene as a candidate gene in the deleted region in 11q24.3, which was also target of 

recurrent stop-gain mutations. Intriguingly, this study did not find mutations in BTG2, 

KMT2D, KMT2C or CREBBP genes observed in our study. These differences might be 

explained by the small sizes of the cohorts analyzed in both studies and the fact that only 

recurrent mutations (>15% of the cases) were reported by Wagener et al. Again, these 

findings indicate that the genomic and mutational profile of BLL-11q is different from those 

of BL and more similar to other GC derived lymphomas. 

 

Interestingly, the ETS1 gene, which is located in the minimal region of loss of the 11q 

alteration, has been reported to be affected by loss of function mutations and homozygous 

deletion in previous BLL-11q series (Salaverria et al., 2014), suggesting that it could be the 

candidate gene in the 11q deleted region. In fact, our results on ETS1 RNA expression 

showed lower expression in BLL-11q than in MYC-positive BL, identifying lower values in 

ETS1-mutated than wild-type BLL-11q cases. This gene is a member of the ETS family of 

transcription factors involved in fundamental processes in normal and neoplastic cells 

(Testoni et al., 2015). Mutations in ETS1 gene has been previously observed in B-NHL (Morin 

et al., 2011), precisely in ABC-DLBCL (Morin et al., 2013; Karube et al., 2018). Despite of that, 

ETS1 mutations in DLBCL have been described to affect the first exon of the gene, contrary 

to BLL-11q, in which mutations are located in the last exons targeting the DNA binding 

domain. In fact, in DLBCL, ETS1 is considered an oncogene since it is frequently gained and 

cooperates in sustaining proliferation, viability and regulates genes involved in GC 

differentiation (Pasqualucci, Trifonov, et al., 2011; Bonetti et al., 2013) whereas our findings 

in BLL-11q rather suggest a tumor-suppressive function.  
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In addition to the genetic differences, BLL-11q differed clinically, morphologically, and 

phenotypically from conventional BL and instead showed features more consistent with 

HGCBL or DLBCL. As previously observed (Salaverria et al., 2014) and contrary to BL, BLL-11q 

presented with localized lymphadenopathy in most of our cases. Morphologically, cases 

identified in our study had a prominent “starry sky” pattern and high proliferation (>90% 

ki67) but did not have the typical cytological features of BL since they were better classified 

as HGBCL with blastoid or intermediate features between HGBCL (8 cases) and DLBCL (2 

cases) and only one had features of atypical BL. Interestingly, LMO2, a GC marker that is 

typically downregulated in BL and other lymphomas with MYC translocation (Colomo et al., 

2017), was found to be expressed in BLL-11q (45%) as previously observed in an independent 

series (46%) (Rymkiewicz et al., 2018), suggesting its use as a biomarker to differentiate from 

BL. 

 

The negativity for MYC rearrangement is a crucial element for the recognition of these cases. 

The gold-standard technique for interrogating MYC translocations in the clinical practice is 

the FISH analysis using break-apart probes, with the limitation that approximately ~4% of 

MYC positive cases are not detected with this method but picked up using MYC/IGH fusion 

probes (King et al., 2019). Interestingly, when the MYC expression was evaluated by 

immunohistochemistry, using a 40% cut-off (Johnson et al., 2012), five out of 11 cases were 

positive. However, MYC expression with a diffuse and intense pattern was only detected in 

one of our cases while the other four positive cases either exhibited partial positivity or the 

intensity was weak contrary to the pattern seen in BL. Additionally, MYC RNA levels 

evaluated by qPCR were significantly lower in BLL-11q than in MYC-positive BL, suggesting 

the absence of MYC rearrangements. Only one BLL-11q case showed high MYC expression 

with no gains in the MYC region that could explained the high expression or any mutation 

affecting MYC functionality. Only using the break apart FISH probe is difficult to assure that 

it has not a cryptic translocation, but it is important to note that this case did not have a 

typical BL mutational profile, which led us to think that this case do not correspond to a MYC-

positive BL with cryptic translocation (Wagener et al., 2019). 
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In addition to the absence of MYC rearrangement, the genetic feature that distinguishes BLL-

11q is the alteration of the 11q arm that is prototypically characterized by an 11q23.2-q23.3 

gain/amplification and 11q24.1-qter loss. Additionally, isolated cases have been recognized 

with single 11q24.1-qter terminal loss or 11q23 gain with 11q24 CNN-LOH (Poirel et al., 

2009; Grygalewicz et al., 2017). What all these 11q alteration patterns shared between them 

is the minimal region of loss at 11q24.3-q25, which targets the ETS1 and FLI1 genes. In this 

study we identified the presence of these 11q alterations using CN array and confirmed the 

presence of 11q alterations by FISH analysis with a custom probe in all tested cases, 

suggesting that this approach may be useful in the clinical practice to identify these cases. 

Same results were obtained by Wagener et al, who could verify the presence of 11q 

alteration in all the cases tested using the same FISH probes (Wagener et al., 2018). 

Additionally, the specificity of this FISH approach was also confirmed by the fact that no false 

positive cases were observed in the 12 NHL control cases tested with this probe in which a 

normal 11q pattern was observed by CN array. As probe that the identification of patients 

with the 11q-gain/loss aberration is clinically important, a commercial FISH probe has been 

recently commercialized for its detection (ZytoLight SPEC 11q gain/loss Triple Color Probe). 

Nevertheless, FISH approaches (custom and commercial probes) have limitations to detect 

some of the 11q alterations such as gain/CNN-LOH and 11q patterns with gain but no 

amplification. This comes from the fact that a CNN-LOH cannot be distinguished from a wild 

type since both display two copies. Besides, since the gained region is most likely inverted 

(Pienkowska-Grela et al., 2011) the two copies in the der(11) are too close to each other to 

be clearly distinguished as independent signals in the FISH constellation, making difficult the 

differentiation between wild type and gain. Thus, for the time being, confirmation of the 

finding by CN array would be desirable.  

 

Moreover, although the 11q23 gain/11q24-qter loss of BLL-11q is mainly absent in other 

lymphoma entities, its detection should not be considered as a unique tool to diagnose BLL-

11q cases since some transformed FL and few typical MYC-positive BL and MYC-positive 

HGBCL may carry a similar 11q aberration pattern (Bouska et al., 2014; Grygalewicz et al., 
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2017). Even that, this specific 11q alteration observed in BLL-11q should be distinguished 

from other 11q aberrations such as gains of the 11q24 region that include ETS1 and FLI1 

detected in DLBCL (Bonetti et al., 2013) or 11q25 losses missing the ETS1 and FLI1 described 

in some adult post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorders (Rinaldi et al., 2006, 2010). Only 

the cases reported by Ferreiro et al, described the same 11q alteration pattern in an 

immunodeficiency setting of MYC-negative adult post-transplant molecular BL, suggesting 

that this entity exists in the context of post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease  (Ferreiro 

et al., 2015; Swerdlow et al., 2017). Nevertheless, results from our 34 pediatric B cell 

monomorphic post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease (<18 years old) showed no 

evidence of 11q aberration in any of the cases (Salmeron et al, data not published). 

 

Altogether, the genetic analyses performed in the Study 1 indicate that BLL-11q is a GC-

derived lymphoma with a genomic and mutational profile closer to HGBCL or GCB-DLBCL 

rather than BL in which the 11q aberration, together with other mutations, may play a 

relevant role in their pathogenesis. These observations support a reconsideration of the 

“Burkitt-like” term for these tumors. Although, the most appropriate name is not easy to 

propose and requires broader discussion and consensus, we think that the term “aggressive 

B-cell lymphoma with 11q aberration” better captures their pathological features.  

 

Another lymphoma entity of the pediatric population that has been recently recognized by 

the WHO as a separate entity due to its clinical, morphological, immunophenotypic and 

genetical differences with conventional FL from the adults is the PTFL (Oschlies et al., 2010; 

Swerdlow et al., 2017). This entity is characterized by lack of t(14;18)/BCL2 rearrangement 

and weak or negative BCL2 expression. In 2016 our group performed a collaborative study 

with the University of Tübingen and the National Institute of Health-Bethesda in the global 

genetic profiling of PTFL which included a CN analysis by Oncoscan and a mutational analysis 

using a targeted panel interrogating FL frequently mutated genes. The study concluded that 

PTFL were characterized by frequent TNFRSF14 alterations including losses, CNN-LOH and 

mutations, as previously observed (Martin-Guerrero et al., 2013). In addition, PTFL virtually 
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lacked mutations in histone and chromatin-modifying genes (CREBBP, KMT2D, EZH2, MEF2B 

and EP300) typically seen in FL (Schmidt et al., 2016).  In parallel, two different molecular 

studies also interrogated the mutational landscape of the PTFL. Louissant et al identified 

frequent activating mutations in the negative regulatory region (exon2) and the catalytic 

core domain (exon3) of MAP2K1, in addition to TNFRSF14 mutations and the lack of 

mutations in epigenetic modifier genes (Louissaint et al., 2016). On the other hand, Ozawa 

et al identified recurrent IRF8 mutations at the hotspot p.K66R (Ozawa et al., 2016). In order 

to validate the information reported in these last publications, in the Study 2 included in this 

doctoral thesis, we expanded our knowledge on the genetic alterations associated to PTFL 

by analyzing the frequency of MAP2K1 and IRF8 mutations in our previously well 

characterized series of 43 PTFL (Schmidt et al., 2016). 

 

Results of Study 2 confirmed previous observations, since MAP2K1 mutations were 

identified in 49% of the PTFL investigated. Those mutations were  mainly located in two hot 

spots within exon 2 (codons 53 and 57), which encode the negative regulatory region domain 

of MEK1 protein, corroborating previous results in PTFL (Louissaint et al., 2016). These 

positions were also reported to be mutated in hairy cell leukemia (Waterfall et al., 2014; 

Mason et al., 2017) and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (Landau et al., 2015; Puente et al., 

2015) but not in conventional FL (Li et al., 2014; Okosun et al., 2014; Green et al., 2015). The 

same mutations have been previously demonstrated to result in constitutive activation of 

the MAPK pathway by activating the downstream target extracellular signal-regulated kinase 

(ERK1/2) proteins through phosphorylation (Marks et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2014; 

Chakraborty et al., 2014; Zeng et al., 2017). By Immunohistochemical analysis we confirmed 

the downstream activation of ERK proteins in MAP2K1 mutated PTFL cases and revealed a 

good correlation with the allelic frequency of the MAP2K1 mutations.  

 

The incidence of MAP2K1 mutations identified was similar to what we previously reported 

for TNFRSF14 (51%) (Schmidt et al., 2016). Even that, only 8 cases showed mutations in both 

genes, indicating that mutations in these two genes are mutually exclusive and that both 
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genes independently are of importance for the pathogenesis of PTFL, despite their different 

functional properties. The higher allelic frequency of TNFRSF14 mutations in comparison 

with MAP2K1 mutations (median variant allelic frequency, 17.8 vs 10%), even after 

correcting for concomitant CNN-LOH of 1p36, indicates that TNFRSF14 mutations occur 

earlier than MAP2K1 mutations in tumorigenesis. Although TNFRSF14 mutations have been 

described  to be late events in FL tumor evolution (Green et al., 2013), they have been also 

demonstrated to occur in an in situ follicular neoplasia (ISFN), a preliminary stage before the 

appearance of FL, corroborating in that way the early occurrence in FL tumor evolution 

(Schmidt et al., 2018). 

 

On the other hand, we could also identify IRF8 mutations at the hotspot p.K66R (c.197A>G) 

in 15% of cases analyzed. The frequency of IRF8 mutations found in the present study was 

lower than that described by Ozawa et al (15 vs 50%) (Ozawa et al., 2016). The difference 

might be explained by the small cohort of 6 cases analyzed by Ozawa et al. The IRF8 gene 

has been described as potential tumor suppressor in myeloid neoplasms and has recently 

also been linked to the pathogenesis of B-cell lymphomas (Shukla and Lu, 2014). Specifically, 

IRF8 mutations have been observed in adult FL and DLBCL in 5% to 10% of cases (Lohr et al., 

2012; Li et al., 2014; Okosun et al., 2014). However, in contrast to PTFL where the IRF8 

p.K66R mutation is predicted to affect DNA-protein interaction (Ozawa et al., 2016), these 

mutations in adults are frequently indel and missense mutations predominantly located in 

the IRF8 C-terminal domain with still unidentified functional consequences (Lohr et al., 2012; 

Li et al., 2014; Okosun et al., 2014; Green et al., 2015). Of note, IRF8 and TNFRSF14 are 

critical regulators of the immune system development and function (Shukla and Lu, 2014; 

Boice et al., 2016). Both genes regulate GC B-cell activation, and deficiency of IRF8 has been 

reported to induce a hyperproliferative phenotype in pre-B cells (Ma et al., 2010). 

Interestingly, 4 of 6 IRF8 mutated PTFL cases also showed TNFRSF14 mutations, suggesting 

possible cooperation between these two genes. 
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Since some PTFL may occur in adults (Louissaint et al., 2012), the differential diagnosis with 

other FL without t(14;18) translocation of the adult might be crucial for therapy selection, 

especially when PTFL can be diagnosed in the adult setting. Our group has recently 

participated in the genetic characterization of t(14;18) negative FL, a FL entity that mainly 

affects adult and also lacks the typical BCL2 rearrangement or expression as PTFL (Nann et 

al., 2020). Results showed that t(14;18) negative FL display a distinct mutational landscape 

characterized by STAT3 mutations and lack of MAP2K1. Thus, the interrogation of these 

mutations might improve differential diagnosis of PTFL. 

 

Overall, in the Study 2 we have verified the presence of MAP2K1 and IRF8 mutations in a 

large series of PTFL expanding in that way the knowledge on the genetic landscape 

associated to this disease. Additionally, the high specificity of these mutations makes them 

valuable for improving diagnosis in those adult critical cases. 

 

Finally, in the Study 3 we reveal the genetic landscape of 63 pediatric and young adult LBCL 

(up to 25 years-old) including DLBCL and HGBCL, NOS and the new provisional entity LBCL-

IRF4. 

 

As already mentioned in the introduction, LBCL-IRF4 has been recently recognized as a 

specific provisional entity characterized by the IRF4 translocation, clinical presentation 

localized in the head and neck or abdominal regions and a favorable outcome after intensive 

chemotherapy (Salaverria et al., 2011; Chisholm et al., 2019; Au-Yeung et al., 2020). The 

number of cases previously identified was limited and the genetic landscape was unknown. 

Therefore, in the study 3, we expanded these observations by analyzing 20 LBCL-IRF4. 

Results showed that these tumors have a specific molecular profile characterized by 

frequent mutations in IRF4 and NF-kB related genes (CARD11 and CD79B), losses of 17p13 

without concomitant TP53 mutations, gains of chromosome 7 and 11q12.3-q25 and 

overexpression of downstream target genes of the NF-kB pathway. 
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Despite all LBCL-IRF4 cases showed a high IRF4/MUM1 positivity by IHC, the IRF4 

rearrangement could not be demonstrated in two of the investigated LBCL-IRF4 cases. 

However, the constellation of pathological and clinical features together with the 

demonstration of an IGH break in the absence of rearrangements in the most common 

partners, BCL2, BCL6 and MYC, supported the idea that these two cases may correspond to 

the same diagnostic category. CN and mutational profiles of the two LBCL-IRF4 cases without 

IRF4 rearrangement were similar to the ones of IRF4 rearranged cases, confirming the idea 

that these tumors belong to the same entity. Additionally, relatively similar IRF4 expression 

levels (according to NanoString Lymph2Cx counts) could also be observed between LBCL-

IRF4 cases with and without the IRF4 rearrangement, which were significantly higher than 

other IRF4-negative LBCL such as DLBCL or HGBCL, NOS. These high levels of IRF4 expression 

suggest the presence of a cryptic rearrangement in these cases with no demonstrable IRF4 

rearrangement (Liu et al., 2013). Even that, we could not rule out the possibility that other 

mechanisms such as the activation of NF-kB pathway could also be leading these high levels 

of IRF4 expression (Klein and Dalla-Favera, 2008). 

 

LBCL-IRF4 mutational landscape was characterized by recurrent IRF4 mutations located in 

the second exon targeting the DNA binding domain. These IRF4 mutations were predicted 

to have a predominant AID mutational signature, characterized by C>T/G mutations at AID 

hotspots associated with the SHM patterns (Alexandrov et al., 2013; Chapuy et al., 2018). In 

fact, IRF4 gene was previously described as a potential SHM target in adult DLBCL 

(Khodabakhshi et al., 2012). Interestingly, all cases with multiple IRF4 mutations had an 

aSHM pattern (characterized by at least one IRF4 transition change was within the 2000bp 

from the TSS and affecting AID motif) and concomitant IRF4 rearrangement, suggesting that 

the presence of multiple mutations affecting the IRF4 gene with aSHM pattern could be a 

hallmark of the IRF4 translocation. In fact, this coexistence between rearrangements and 

aSHM has been reported previously for BCL2 and BCL6 genes in adult DLBCL (Küppers and 

Dalla-Favera, 2001; Khodabakhshi et al., 2012). This is explained by the fact that the process 

of SHM by AID machinery not only generates nucleotide exchanges but also double-strand 
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DNA breaks that are potentially recombinogenic which may lead to a chromosomal 

translocation (Küppers and Dalla-Favera, 2001). Interestingly, IRF4 mutations with aSHM 

pattern of IRF4 rearranged cases seem to be more clonal than those in cases affected by 

non-aSHM mutations (mean, 70% vs 36% of cancer cell fraction; P = 0.04), suggesting that 

IRF4 aSHM and rearrangement may occur early in the tumor evolution whereas non-aSHM 

single mutations might occur in a later stage subsequently to the translocation. On the other 

hand, not all IRF4 translocated cases displayed an aSHM pattern with multiple mutations 

targeting the IRF4 gene. Even that, we cannot discard the presence of multiple mutations 

outside the exon2 since the AID machinery target region (2Kb after the TSS) was not entirely 

included in our panel design focused on the detection of mutations in the coding region. 

Further studies are needed to define the potential functional effect of these IRF4 mutations 

located in the DNA binding domain. 

 

If we checked the literature, the IRF4 transcription factor has been previously described to 

play role in lymphoid pathogenesis of different B-cell malignancies. For instance, IRF4 has 

been demonstrated to be overexpressed in plasma cell myeloma, where it is required for 

their survival (Shaffer et al., 2008). Additionally, in a little subset of plasma cell myeloma 

cases, this IRF4/MUM1 overexpression is also explained by t(6;14) rearrangements (Iida et 

al., 1997; Yoshida et al., 1999) or mutations mainly affecting the hotspot K123R located in 

the DNA-binding domain (Chapman et al., 2011; Lohr et al., 2014). IRF4 overexpression has 

also been identified in ABC-DLBCL and Hodgkin lymphoma, where it acts as a pro-survival 

factor (Aldinucci et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012). In the spectrum of pediatric aggressive B-

cell lymphoma entities, IRF4 mutations, specifically affected by aSHM pattern, seem to be 

specific of LBCL-IRF4 since no mutations could be observed in DLBCL, HGBCL, NOS or BLL-

11q. Previous results of our group and the literature, also demonstrated the absence of IRF4 

mutations in BLL-11q and PTFL (Louissaint et al., 2016; Ozawa et al., 2016; Wagener et al., 

2018). 
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Moreover, unpublished data from a collaborative study performed by our group have also 

demonstrated the presence of IRF4 translocations in a subset of triple positive 

(CD10/BCL6/MUM1) adult DLBCL. Interestingly, genetic studies of these cases with IRF4 

rearrangement confirmed the presence of IRF4 and NF-kB mutations, although they were 

were more often ABC-type and showed higher genetic complexity when compared with 

pediatric LBCL-IRF4 (Frauenfeld L, Castrejon-de-Anta N, in preparation). 

 

The presence of mutations affecting NF-kB related genes in LBCL-IRF4 cases is intriguing 

since most of these tumors (72%) have a GCB phenotype and NF-kB activation have been 

associated to ABC-DLBCL in adults (Chapuy et al., 2018). The IRF4 gene is a downstream gene 

upregulated by NF-kB pathway activation (Klein and Dalla-Favera, 2008) but at the same 

time it has been demonstrated to sustain survival by transactivating CARD11 and 

potentiating NF-kB signaling in ABC-DLBCL (Yang et al., 2012). In a similar way, IRF4 was 

observed to be regulated by a NF-kB positive feedback loop in peripheral T-cell lymphoma 

(Boddicker et al., 2015). Therefore, the activation of NF-kB pathway in LBCL-IRF4 tumors may 

also be related with the IRF4 overexpression. 

 

Interestingly, CARD11 mutations were seen exclusively in cases with diffuse growth pattern 

whereas MAP2K1 mutations, characteristic of PTFL (Louissaint et al., 2016) could be 

detected in two cases with predominantly follicular pattern suggesting that the underlying 

mutational profile may influence the morphological features of the tumors.  

 

In the same Study 3, 31 DLBCL of pediatric and young adult cases were also analyzed. As 

observed in previous pediatric DLBCL series, DLBCL were mainly GCB phenotype, displayed 

low CN complexity, few MYC and BCL6 rearrangements and, in contrast to adults, lacked 

BCL2 translocations (Oschlies et al., 2006; Deffenbacher et al., 2012; Klapper et al., 2012).  

 

Since some cases presented mediastinal affection, the Lymph3Cx gene expression assay was 

applied to the entire LBCL cohort identifying four DLBCL cases predicted as mPMBCL with an 
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atypical clinical presentation for PMBCL diagnosis (Mottok et al., 2018). Although three of 

these patients had mediastinal lymph node involvement, they also had disseminated disease 

including BM and extranodal involvement, not frequent of PMBCL. The mutational profile of 

three of these mPMBCL was closer to PMBCL than DLBCL, with mutations in SOCS1, NFKBIE, 

STAT6, B2M, and CIITA genes, which appeared to confirm the mPMBCL gene expression 

prediction. These observations, together with similar cases recently described in adults 

suggest that a subset of DLBCL in pediatric and young adult population without mediastinal 

involvement may correspond to PMBCL and are only detected by the analysis of gene 

expression profiles (Yuan et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2019). 

 

Mutational results from the remaining DLBCL without mPMBCL signature showed a 

homogeneous molecular landscape with predominance of mutations in GCB- related genes 

including SOCS1, EZH2, GNA13, but with absence of other recurrent GCB-associated 

alterations such as TNFRSF14 and SGK1 mutations. Additionally, CN analysis showed lack of 

alterations present in adult DLBCL such as 6q13-q14.1/TMEM30A and 6q22.1-

q25.3/TNFAIP3 deletions as well as those typically associated with ABC-DLBCL as 

9p21.3/CDKN2A and 17p13.3-p11.2/TP53 losses, which probably reflects the predominance 

of GCB cases in our cohort. 

 

On the other hand, genetic analysis of 8 HGBCL, NOS demonstrate a heterogeneous 

mutational landscape identifying two different genetic patterns associated to BL and DLBCL 

molecular landscapes respectively, as previously observed (Momose et al., 2015). Five out 

of the eight molecularly investigated cases had mutational profile closer to BL (including 

MYC, ID3, CCND3 and SMARCA4 mutations), four of them with concomitant MYC 

rearrangements. These cases were not diagnosed as BL since they did not have the typical 

BL morphology or immunophenotype (high pleomorphism and/or BCL2 expression). 

Nevertheless, two of these five cases with BL mutational landscape had typical BL 

immunophenotype in concert with a single MYC translocation, which has been recently 

demonstrated to be uncommon in HGBCL, NOS, a fact that could favor the BL diagnosis 
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(Hüttl et al., 2021). On the other hand, the other three HGBCL, NOS had mutational profiles 

closer to GCB-DLBCL with TNFRSF14, CARD11 and EZH2 mutations, and lack of MYC 

translocations. These results open again the discussion about if some HGBCL, NOS could be 

reclassified as BL or DLBCL based mainly on the genetic profile even without fitting the 

morphological and/or immunophenotypic diagnosis and reinforces the importance of a 

multidisciplinary approach to improve the disease classification. 

 

Regarding prognostic aspects, advanced stage, high LDH and combined BM and CNS disease 

have been significantly associated with unfavorable outcome in pediatric mature B-NHL, 

whereas the adverse prognosis of MYC rearrangements and ABC-COO is still controversial 

(Poirel et al., 2009; Szczepanowski et al., 2017). The comprehensive genomic analyses 

performed in Study 3 has not only allowed a better molecular characterization of pediatric 

and young adult LBCL but also has identified the prognostic value of several clinical and 

molecular features such as the higher age than 18 years old, high LDH levels (International 

Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma Prognostic Factors Project, 1993), ABC-subtype (Rosenwald et al., 

2002), high genetic complexity including the presence of chromothripsis-like patterns (Monti 

et al., 2012) and TP53 mutations (Young et al., 2008; Xu-Monette et al., 2012), as previously 

seen in adult population. In addition, we could also identify novel genetic features associated 

with poor EFS such as 1q21-q44/MDM4/MCL1 gains and 19p13.3/TNFSF7/TNFSF9 

homozygous deletions, which have been associated with higher genetic complexity (Monti 

et al., 2012). These results offer novel opportunities in patient risk stratification and 

management. However, these findings should be verified in other large cohorts and the 

independent prognostic value should be demonstrated in a multivariate analysis in addition 

to other well-known prognostic markers. 

 

Molecular subgroups based on their genetic alterations integrating mutations, CN and 

structural variants have been recently stablished in adult DLBCL cohorts but not in pediatric 

(Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2018; Lacy et al., 2020). Subsequently to the publication 

of our study, Wright et al stablished an available tool to predict DLBCL into the different 
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genetic subgroups achieving 54% of the cases classified (Wright et al., 2020). When this tool 

was applied to our series of LBCL pediatric and young adult cohort (Study 3) only 24% of the 

cases could be classified into the different 6 molecular subgroups, suggesting that cases 

diagnosed in this age range might not fit in any of the molecular subgroups previously 

stablished in adults (Figure 25). This make sense since pediatric cases virtually lacked 

MYD88-L265P, NOTCH1, NOTCH2, BCL2 and SGK1 mutations and BCL2 and BCL6 

rearrangements that have been associated with the definition of the established subgroups 

in adult DLBCL (Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2020).  

 

 

Figure 25. Pediatric and adult LBCL molecular subgroup prediction by Lymphgen tool (Wright et al., 

2020) using mutational information of 43 out of 114 genes required for the prediction. A) Prevalence 

of molecular subtypes in adult DLBCL (Karube et al., 2018) and pediatric and young adult LBCL 

subtypes. B) prevalence of pediatric LBCL subtypes within each genetic subtype. C) Alluvial plot shows 

the frequency and relationship between pediatric LBCL groups, COO classification according to 

Lymph2Cx/3Cx and molecular subgroup prediction. 

 

From the clinical point of view, the proper diagnosis of these pediatric GC-derived B-NHL 

entities may be of major importance for the outcome of the patients since some of these 

entities might require different therapeutic strategies (Sandlund and Martin, 2016). When 

all the cases analyzed in this thesis (Study 1, 2 and 3) including pediatric and young BLL-11q, 

PTFL, DLBCL, HGBCL, NOS and LBCL-IRF4 variants were compared in terms of survival, a 
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different clinical behavior could be observed between entities (Figure 26). All LBCL including 

LBCL-IRF4, DLBCL, HGBCL, NOS and BLL-11q received chemotherapy following pediatric 

(LMB/BFM/Inter-B-NHL protocols) or adult (R-CHOP/CODOX) schema protocols as first-line 

treatment, including rituximab in 35% of the patients. Despite of different therapeutic 

strategies no differences in EFS could be observed comparing adult vs pediatric protocols 

(log-rank test p=0.27) or with or without Rituximab (log-rank test p=0.9). Whereas LBCL-IRF4 

and BLL-11q had excellent prognosis (93% and 100% 5-year EFS, respectively), DLBCL and 

HGBCL, NOS had worse prognosis (62% and 50% 5-year EFS). The recently published 

clinicopathological study of LBCL-IRF4 and BLL-11q in pediatric patients of the NHL‐BFM 

group corroborate also the excellent outcome (both 100% overall survival) after treated 

according to pediatric BFM strategies (Au-Yeung et al., 2020). These results are not 

surprising since these lymphomas frequently present as localized disease (stage 1 or 2). 

Therefore, both diseases could be targets for therapy de‐escalation in future clinical trials. 

  

 

Figure 26. EFS of different pediatric and young adult GC-derived B-NHL. Cases included correspond to 

cases from Study 1-3. P-values of pairwise comparisons are indicated in the right side of the figure 

corresponding to its color legend.  
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On the other hand, only 10 out of the 22 PTFL received chemotherapy whereas the rest 

followed a watch and wait strategy after complete resection achieving the same excellent 

results as the ones treated with chemotherapy (both 100% 5-years EFS). Similar response to 

treatment were observed in other PTFL series (Louissaint et al., 2012; Attarbaschi et al., 

2013; Martin-Guerrero et al., 2013). These results suggest that a complete resection 

followed by a watch and wait strategy could be a reasonable therapeutic option for localized 

disease (stage 1) PTFL patients. 
 

 

Interestingly, those DLBCL cases predicted as mPMBCL by Lymph3Cx gene expression assay 

displayed worse prognosis compared to DLBCL. As it was previously mentioned, these cases 

were closer to PMBCL than DLBCL, suggesting that may correspond to PMBCL with atypical 

clinical presentation. Detection of these cases may have clinical implications since PMBCL 

have worse prognosis than other LBCL with standard pediatric protocols (LMB) but respond 

well with more aggressive chemotherapies including rituximab (DA-EPOCH-R) with or 

without radiotherapy (>90% 3-year OS) (Seidemann et al., 2003; Dunleavy, Pittaluga, Maeda, 

et al., 2013; Gerrard et al., 2013). 

 

The morphological, immunophenotypic and genetic characterization of large series of 

pediatric lymphoma entities we have performed in the context of this thesis has allowed to 

better understand the pathogenesis of these entities identifying biomarkers that might be 

helpful to improve their diagnosis and to design management strategies more adapted to 

the particular biological behavior of these tumors (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. Diagnostic algorithm useful in the differential diagnosis of germinal center-derived B-NHL 

in pediatric and young adult population. It includes morphology, immunohistochemistry, FISH analysis 

and mutational landscape. Colored genes indicate specific mutations of each pediatric entity. Asterisk 

indicates that negative cases might be included suggesting a cryptic insertion/alteration. DH/TH: 

double hit/triple hit; SH: single hit; w: weak. 

 

Mutational characterization has also allowed the identification of different mutational 

profiles among pediatric GC-derived B-NHL. The specificity of some of these mutations to a 

particular lymphoma entity may help to clarify the diagnosis of those challenging cases with 

overlapping morphologies and immunophenotypes. For instance, we could observe that 

mutations in ETS1 and BTG2 genes are specific of BLL-11q. Mutations in IRF4 and CARD11 

genes are specific of LBCL-IRF4 whereas SOCS1 mutations of pediatric DLBCL. Finally, 

MAP2K1 mutations seem to be specific of PTFL and its presence in some LBCL-IRF4 might 

indicate a follicular morphology of the disease. Regarding BL-associated mutations including 

MYC, ID3 and CCND3, they have only been observed in a subset of HGBCL, NOS with MYC 

translocations but with atypical BL morphology and/or immunophenotype. 

  

With all the results generated in this thesis we can conclude that, to identify BLL-11q, CN 

arrays or FISH with the 11q probe in cases with BL, DLBCL, and HGBCL morphology, GC 

phenotype and very high proliferative index (>90%), without MYC rearrangements, in young 

patients should be performed. Additionally, lack of BL-associated mutated genes (ID3, 
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CCND3, TCF3) or presence of BTG2 or ETS1 might help to differentially diagnose from BL. On 

the other hand, to identify LBCL-IRF4, we suggest performing FISH analysis for IRF4 in the 

context of a child/young adult patient with head and neck or intestinal lymphoma with FL, 

DLBCL and FL/DLBCL morphology, in addition to IG, BCL2, BCL6 and MYC FISH analyses to 

demonstrate the presence of IG rearrangement in absence of other B-cell associated 

lymphoma genes. Additionally, mutational status of IRF4 may help to predict IRF4 

rearrangements. 

 

Despite of all this findings, targeted NGS approach is a limitation since we have only been 

able to interrogate the mutational status of those genes previously observed to be mutated 

in adult series. This approach does not allow the identification of novel mutated genes of 

the pediatric and young adult variants. This may explain why there are still 12% of the PTFL 

with no genetic alterations other than immunoglobulin heavy-chain rearrangements (clonal 

expansion). However, we consider that capture-based targeted NGS was the most 

appropriate technology for those FFPE samples without paired normal DNA available in 

order to avoid bad quality results related with the low number of amplifiable templates 

available for PCR amplification. Despite of that, further studies of pediatric and young 

variants of B-NHL should be performed using WES/WGS approaches, which may expand the 

genomic profile of alterations of these tumors. 

 

In summary, in this thesis we have observed that GC-derived B-NHL in pediatric and young 

adult population are a heterogeneous group of tumors including different entities with 

specific molecular profiles and clinical behavior. A better understanding of these differences 

and the integration of some molecular and genetic markers in clinics might be relevant to 

improve their classification and to design management strategies more adapted to the 

particular biological behavior of these tumors.



 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
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• BLL-11q is a GC-derived lymphoma with a genomic and mutational profile closer to 

HGBCL or GCB-DLBCL rather than BL in which the 11q aberration, together with other 

mutations, may play a relevant role in their pathogenesis. 

• PTFL is a separated entity from its adult counterpart characterized by frequent 

TNFRSF14 aberrations and MAP2K1 activating mutations, in addition to specific IRF8-

K66R hot spot mutations. 

• LBCL-IRF4 is an aggressive lymphoma characterized by frequent mutations in IRF4 and 

NF-kB related genes (CARD11 and CD79B), losses of 17p13 without concomitant TP53 

mutations, gains of chromosome 7 and 11q12.3-q25 and overexpression of 

downstream target genes of the NF-kB pathway. 

• Pediatric and young adult DLBCL are mainly GCB-phenotype characterized by mutations 

in GCB-DLBCL associated genes, and, in comparison with their adult counterpart, 

display low genetic complexity and virtually lack primary alterations as BCL2 or BCL6 

translocations. 

• Pediatric and young adult HGBCL, NOS are a heterogeneous disease with a subset of 

cases presenting recurrent mutations in BL-related genes whereas others in GCB-

DLBCL-related genes. 

• Pediatric and young adult LBCL do not fit into the different molecular subgroups 

previously stablished in adults since virtually lack significant alterations that have been 

associated with the definition of the established subgroups in adult DLBCL. 

• Clinical and molecular features related to unfavorable outcome in pediatric and young 

adult LBCL includes age >18 years, high LDH levels, ABC-phenotype, high genetic 

complexity and TP53 mutations, as in adults, in addition to 1q21-q44/MDM4/MCL1 

gains and 19p13.3/TNFSF7/TNFSF9 homozygous deletions. 

• Overall, GC-derived B-NHL in pediatric and young adult population are a heterogeneous 

group of tumors including different entities with specific molecular profiles and clinical 

behavior. Thus, a multidisciplinary approach including interrogation of different 

molecular alterations may help in its diagnosis and disease classification. 
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ABC: activated B-cell type 

AID: activation-induced cytidine deaminase 

ALCL: anaplastic large cell lymphoma 

aSHM: aberrant somatic hypermutation 

BCR: B-cell receptor 

BFM: Berlin-Frankfurt-Munster protocol 

BL: Burkitt lymphoma 

BLL-11q: Burkitt-like lymphoma with 11q 

aberration 

BM: bone marrow 

B-NHL: B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma 

CGH: comparative genomic hybridization 

CN: copy number 

CNN-LOH: copy number neutral-loss of 
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CNS: central nervous system 

COO: cell of origin 

CSR: class switch recombination 

DH/TH: double hit / triple hit 

DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 

DZ/LZ: dark zone / light zone 

EBV: Epstein barr virus 
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FISH: Fluorescence in situ hybridization 

FL: follicular lymphoma 

GC: germinal center 

GCB: germinal center B-cell 
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Malins B protocol 
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NOS: not otherwise specified 

OS: overall survival 
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SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism 

WES: whole exon sequencing 

WGS: whole genome sequencing 
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